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All

ABDUl
BROCK

NIAGARA'S
NEIGHBOURHOOD
UNIVERSITY
In two decades, Brock University
has grown to become an intellectual, cultural and recreational
centre for the Niagara region.
More than 4000 full time and
4400 part time students are
enrolled, year-round, in our
undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. In addition to
comprehensive studies in the
traditional arts and sciences we
offer innovative programs i~
education, administrative studies
urban and environmental studies'
physical education and child
'
studies.
Degree credit courses are offered
during four different sessions:
fall!winter ~ay and evening,
sprmg ~~enmg and summer day.
In addition there are general interest courses, summer programs
for children, and workshops in
professional development. Brock
also takes its classes to the
peninsula through off-campus
teaching centres.
Many people start off by taking
one course, part time, just to get
a tast~ of the university learning
expenence. More often than not
that first course leads to anothe;
and another, and finally to a re-'
warding pass (15 credits) or
honors (20 credits) degree. There
is no time limit on undergraduate studies, and certainly
no age limit.

THE CAMPUS
Brock is located in the south end
of St. Catharines, on the edge of
the Niagara escarpment. The 540
acre campus encompasses some
of ~he region's most inviting
trails and countryside. It is
within easy commuting distance
of all regional centres.

THE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY
The University Library is housed
on five floors of the Arthur
Schmon Tower, the focal point
of the campus. Its collections
numbering 650,000 items ar~
provided to support the teaching
and research programs of the
University. All students and
faculty have access to the
collections. Individual study
accommodation is available for
650 readers.
The Library maintains a number
of separate collections: the
Documents Collection, which
contains official government and
int~rnational organization publicatiOns; a fine arts collection·
and the Niagara Regional C~llec
tion, which contains material
published about the Niagara
region. Items not available in the
Library may be requested to be
borrowed from other libraries
through the Interlibrary Loan
Service.
T?e Listening Room, equipped
With record players and tape
decks, is situated on the main
floor and contains over 5 000
recordings of music, play~, documentaries and lectures. All music
books and scores are shelved
here.
Experienced librarians are
available to assist in the use of
specialized computer services
such as the computer infonnation
retrieval systems, DIALOG, QL
and INFOGLOBE.
Individual and group orientation
tours are provided and instruction~) classes and bibliographic
semmars are available.
More detailed information on
library privileges, collections
services and hours can be fo~nd
in a series of brochures available
in the Library.

BROCK CENTRE FOR
THE ARTS
Last year, more than 100,000
people took in the sights, sounds
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and entertainments of the Brock
Centre for the Arts. The
Theatre, Playhouse, Studio and
The Gallery have become showcases for local, Canadian and
international artists, as well as
for the talents of our own drama
and theatre students. For further
information call the Box office
688-5475 or Administration '
688-5550, ext. 3216.
'

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COMPLEX
For the athletically-inclined
participant or spectator, the
place to be is the Physical
Education Complex. Facilities
include two gymnasia, combatives rooms, a fencing and dance
studio, a weight and training
room, five squash courts, a
handball court, and an eight
lane, 50 metre swimming pool.
Memberships are open to
students, faculty, staff, alumni
and the general public.
In the course of the year, Brock
plays host to regional school
championships, recreational
clubs, visiting teams from other
nations, and to scores of individual enthusiasts. Varsity team
~port, intramural programs and
mformal competitions are staged
here. For further infonnation
call 688-5550, ext. 3384/3385.

INFORMATION FOR
DISABLED STUDENTS
The University has provided access ramps and other library and
laboratory equipment and services for disabled students. A
private study room and specialized equipment including a reading machine, braillers, a talking
calculator, magnifying glasses
and an elevated wheelchair are
available. Further information is
available from the Reference
Department in the University
Library.

TOURS

SPEAKERS' BUREAU

One of the best ways to learn all
about Brock is to visit the
University. Throughout the
school year, students are invited
to tour the campus and meet informally with faculty and undergraduates. A tour guide is available each weekday at 10 am,
although special arrangements
can be made if that time is not
convenient.
To arrange a tour, please contact the Information and Liaison
office, 688-5550, ext. 3245.

The Brock tradition of speaking
in the community began in 1811
with Sir Isaac Brock. As a
government administrator, he
took it upon himself to visit
regularly the many communities
in Upper Canada, meeting with
townspeople and sharing the
news of the province and the
world.
Today, the Brock University
Speakers' Bureau provides
speakers for schools, clubs, community groups, and association
meetings. In this way, our
faculty and staff become more
involved with the Niagara community, and the people of the
peninsula become better acquainted with us. The topics that
our speakers deal with are as
varied as the audiences they
meet - everything from aging
and atomic power to nutrition
and international politics.
Requests for speakers should be
made well in advance, at least
four weeks before the proposed
meeting. To learn more about
the bureau and how to plan a
speaking engagement, please contact the Information and Liaison
office, 688-5550, ext. 3245.

BOOK STORE
In addition to being the primary
source of required and recommended reading materials and
textbooks, the Book Store also
stocks a wide range of paperback
and hardback titles, stationery,
magazines, and Brock memorabilia. The store will open during
these hours: Monday to Thursday, 9 am to 7 pm, Friday, 9
am to 4:30 pm. Beginning July 1
until Labor Day, hours will be
10 am - 4:30 pm, Monday to
Friday.

The Part Time Programs Office
is responsible for the planning
and development of part time
degree programs and the increasingly popular general interest
courses. The office is located in
room 263 of the Thistle Complex,
East Corridor. Office hours are
8:30 am to 4:30 pm, Monday to
Friday (closed from 12 to 1 pm).
Telephone 688-5550, ext. 3249
or 3250.

DAY CARE CENTRE
The Rosalind Blauer Centre of
Child Care offers two programs
for children whose parents are
Brock students, staff, faculty, or
members of the local community. Fifteen children may be enrolled in the full day care program, which includes a hot
lunch. Another 40 children participate for half days, either
mornings or afternoons.
The centre, located in the
College of Education, is a cooperative corporation staffed by
three full time teachers, two part
time assistants, and parent
volunteers.
Fees vary according to ability to
pay and number of days the
child is enrolled. For further
information, call 688-5550,
ext. 3515.
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Monday to
Friday
Friday

Registration for Brock Aquatic Centre Spring Session programs,
6-8 pm, Physical Education Complex lobby.
Part Time Programs Office will extend its normal office hours to
7 pm for the convenience of those who have not yet applied for
general interest course registration.
Registration and first day of classes, Spring Evening Session.
Late registration for Spring Evening Session with payment
of $25 late fee.
Brock Education Conference: A New Look - guidance and
counselling at the elementary, intermediate and senior levels.
Last day for Spring Evening Session first term half courses
changes, with permission of the instructor.
Women's Residential Weekend.
One-Day, One-Stop Writing Skills Workshop.
Summer Basketball School registration:
Boys' - 9 am - noon I Girls' - 1 pm - 4 pm
Pre-registration information session for Discovery '85, 7-9 pm,
Alumni Lounge, Schmon Tower.
Last day for Spring Evening Session full and "C" course
changes, with permission of the instructor.
One-Day, One-Stop Writing Skills Workshop.
Registration for Children's Summer Sports School, 7:30 am,
Physical Education Complex lobby.
Last day for withdrawal without the assignment of a grade for all
Spring Evening Session first term courses.
Victoria Day. University closed; library open.
Classes WILL be held in Spring Evening Session.
Last day for receipt of Ontario Student Awards applications
for Spring Day and Summer Evening Sessions.
Mid-term (progress) examinations for courses numbered 100 to
199 and final examinations for first term half courses,
Spring Evening Session.
Computer Camp, 9 - 11 am, College of Education Gymnasium.
Registration for Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp and
Discovery '85: Youth Outdoor Experience, 1 - 3 pm, College of
Education Gymnasium.
First day of classes for Spring Evening Session second term half
courses.
Brock University Spring Convocation.
Last day for Spring Evening Session second term course changes,
with permission of the instructor.
Last day for withdrawal without the assignment of a grade for all
Spring Evening Session full, "B" and "C" courses.
Forms to be received for College of Education Continuing Studies
Summer Session courses.
Registration for Brock Aquatic Centre Summer Session programs,
8:30 am - 4:30 pm in the Physical Education Complex office.
Last day for receipt of Ontario Student Awards applications for
Fall/Winter Session to be processed before registration.

DAIIS
AND
DfADUNf9

July

Monday

3

Wednesday

4

Thursday

5

Friday and
Saturday

6
8

Monday

Registration and first day of classes, Summer Day Session.
First day of Session A, Children's Computer Camp.

9
11

Tuesday to
Thursday

11

Thursday

Late registration for Summer Day Session with payment
of $25 late fee.
Last day for Summer Day Session full, "C" and first term half
course changes, with permission of the instructor.

15

Monday

First
First
First
First

17

Wednesday

Last day for withdrawal without the assignment of a grade for
Summer Day Session first term half courses.

22

Monday

First day of Session C, Children's Computer Camp.
First day of Session 2, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.

26
27

Friday and
Saturday

Mid-term (progress) examinations in courses numbered 100 to
199 and final examinations in first term half courses,
Summer Day Session.

29

Monday

30

Tuesday

First day of classes for Summer Day Session second term half courses.
First day of Session C, Children's Summer Sports School.
First day of Session 3, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.
Last day of classes, College of Education In-service courses,
Summer Session.

day
day
day
day

of Session B, Children's Computer Camp.
of Session B, Children's Summer Sports School.
of Session II, Discovery '85.
of Session I, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.

Thursday

Last day for Summer Day Session second term half course
changes, with permission of the instructor.
Last day for withdrawal without the assignment of a grade for
Summer Day Session full and "C" courses;

5

Monday

Civic holiday. University closed; library open. Classes WILL be
held in Summer Day Session.
First day of Session III, Discovery '85.
First day of Session 4, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.

7

Wednesday

Last day for withdrawal without the assignment of a grade for
Summer Day Session second term half courses.

12

Monday

16

Friday

All applications for full and part time enrolment in Fall/Winter
Session degree courses should be received by the Registrar's
Office. Late registration fee of $25 applies after this date.
First day of Session 5, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.
Last day of classes in Summer Day Session.

16
17
19

Friday and
Saturday
Monday

13

Friday

August

September

Canada Day. University closed; library open.
First day of Session A, Children's Summer Sports School.
First day of Ses~ion I, Discovery '85.
First day of classes, College of Education In-service courses,
Summer Session.
Last day of classes in Spring Evening Session.
Spring Evening Session final examinations.

Summer Day Session final examinations.
First day of Session IV, Discovery '85.
First day of Session 6, Children's Outdoor Adventure Camp.
Forms to be received for College of Education Continuing Studies
Fall/Winter Session courses.
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General interest courses are
offered throughout the year by
the University through the Part
Time Programs Office for the
personal enrichment and enjoyment of the general public. They
are open to everyone and require
no previous experience or academic background. There are no
prerequisites unless specified in
the course description. The programs do not carry "credit" nor
do they normally lead to certificates, diplomas or degrees. In
some cases, associations may accredit successful applicants.
These courses provide an ideal
opportunity for those interested
in systematic study to do organized reading and writing, learn
new skills and exchange ideas
with instructors and fellow
students in a pleasant environment.
Your own interest is all that is
needed to ensure success in a
general interest course.

GENERAL INTEREST
COURSE
REGISTRATION
You may register as soon as you
receive this brochure by using
the application form in the back
section. Enrol early to be
assured of a place as applications are accepted in order of
their arrival and some enrolments are limited. Registration
should be completed at least one
week before the first scheduled
session of the course.
You may register either by mail
or by presenting in person your
completed application form together with the full fees to the
Part Time Programs Office
(Thistle Complex, East Corridor,
Room 263). Normal office hours
are 8:30 am until 4:30 pm
(closed between 12 and 1 pm).
The Part Time Programs Office
will extend their normal office
hours until 7:00 pm on Wednesday evening, April 24 for the
convenience of those who have
not yet applied for general
interest course registration.
6

FEES

FEE REFUNDS

Fees are indicated at the end of
the course descriptions and are
payable at the time of registration. Please make cheques payable to Brock University. Postdated cheques are not
acceptable.

Fees are refundable in full only
when a course is cancelled.
Refunds for other reasons must
be requested in writing and be
received in the Part Time Programs Office prior to the second
lecture of the course. All requests for refunds must be accompanied by the receipt. A $10
administrative charge for handling will be deducted. Nonattendance at classes does not
constitute official withdrawal.

SPECIAL FEES FOR
OLDER ADULTS
Residents of the Niagara region
who are 60 years of age or older
may purchase an annual
membership for a fee of $40.
This fee, which covers the period
September 1, 1984 to August 31,
1985, entitles older adults to the
following:
- free registration in general interest courses and workshops, if
there are a sufficient number of
other paying registrants to make
the course viable
- a Brock University extramural library card is available
for a nominal fee of $2.00 from
the library
- reduced rates for theatre
performances.
It is hoped that older adults will
take this opportunity to enjoy
the academic, cultural and
recreational resources of the
University. To apply for
membership, follow the normal
registration procedures for
general interest courses as outlined above. Please indicate
"Special fee for older adult" on
the registration form, as well as
your birthdate. Once you receive
confirmation of your registration
by mail, simply telephone the
Part Time Programs Office to
register for further courses.

BUSINESS AND
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
GEIII-32-100
Small business seminar

This a down-to-earth program
dealing with the fundamentals of
marketing, accounting, finance
and management. Manufacturing, retailing and service operations will be discussed. Course
topics include: setting up a small
business; sound management
guidelines and tools; control and
research techniques; merchandising and sales; accounting
methods; sources of financing;
planning and forecasting; the
company plan.
Using available textbooks,
assignments will focus on the individual needs of the participants, whether they be just
setting up a small business or
presently operating one. The
goal of the program is success
for your enterprise.
Ken Blawatt/6 Tuesdays/May 7
to June 11/6:30-9:30 pm/Fee: $100
GEIII-32-102
Income tax for small business

Familiarity with income tax rules
can save a business money. The
object of the course is to provide
some knowledge of taxation rules
and to apply them to the operation of small business operations
in order to minimize tax obligations. Course topics include:
forms of doing business - partnership, sole proprietorship, corporations; fiscal year ends;
capital gains and losses; capital
cost allowance or depreciation;
allowable expenses; basic bookkeeping; some tax planning. This
is not a course in preparing income tax returns. Some knowledge of income tax would be
helpful.
Nicholas Minov/6 Wednesdays/
May 8 to June 12/7-9 pm/
Fee: $50
GEIII-92-110
Investing in the stock market

After inflation and taxes, bonds
and debentures are not providing, in many cases, a safe haven

for investment capital. This
course will attempt to assist both
the average individual and advanced counsellor to invest
widely in the stock and bond
markets in Canada and the
United States. Areas to be explored include: how a corporation functions; principles of
sound investment and sources of
information; tax considerations;
a conservative approach to options; increasing your yield (cash
flow) on investments; capital
gains through options, both buying and writing; timing investment purchases and sales.
Ron Hogan/6 Thursdays/May 9
to June 13/7-9 pm/Fee:$55
GEIII-92-163
Stock option strategies

Investments of any kind carry a
certain amount of risk, usually
related to fluctuations in interest
rates, currencies or the prices of
gold, silver and stock. Options
provide the most versatile form
of risk management as well as a
multitude of opportunities for
profit.
Options have become the fastest
growing exchange-traded vehicle
in recent years, with new products being introduced regularly.
Among the latest are options on
an oil index, a high-tech index
and on the whole New York
Stock Exchange. For a modest
premium, an investor anticipating a move can design an option
approach.
This course will look at various
hedging strategies tailored to
protect investments against
adverse declines and at the many
techniques useful for speculators
with option tools. A comparative
analysis of options and commodities will be made, with
reference to the risks, margin requirements and potential profits.
Applicants should be mo'destly
familiar with basic investments in
the stock market.
Elaine Herzog/6 Tuesdays/May 7
to June 11/7-9 pm/Fee: $40

COMPUTERS
GEIII-16-108
BASIC computer programming for
beginners

Students will have a hands-on
experience in learning microcomputer programming in the
BASIC language using a TRS-80
Color Computer. The course is
designed for persons with little
or no knowledge of computers or
computer languages and will proceed at a pace that will allow for
numerous explanations of concepts and practical examples.
Those completing the course will
be able to read and write simple
programs.
Required reading: J. R. Brown,
Instant BASIC, Edition II,
Dilithium Press, 1982.

Enrolment is limited.
R.R. Hiatt/6 Mondays/May 6 to
June 17 (no class May 20l/Fee: $65
GEIII-16-110
Everything you want to know
about computers - and now can
ask

This is not a programming
course. Rather, it provides a
comprehensive view of what
computers are, how they
operate, and their many advantages. Two films and 24 videotapes will be presented. Course
topics include the basics of hardware and software; the fundamentals of data handling and
storage; a comparison of sizes
and types of computers; the
range of operating systems and
programming languages; the varieties of installations and applications available to businesses
and individual users.
The course aims to provide a
detailed survey of computer
technology with an attending
recognition of its social and
economic impact. While the content will appeal to those now involved with computers, it is also
designed for those who know
very little about them.
Duncan S. Pollock/7 Tuesdays
and Thursdays/May 7 to June 20/
7-9 pm/Fee: $75
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LANGUAGE AND
liTERATURE
GEN-92-105
Speed reading
The pressures of work in the
business and academic worlds
demand that people read quickly
and efficiently. To meet the
needs of people with widelyvarying backgrounds, the course
is tailored to suit individual
needs. The course begins with an
assessment of the student's personal reading habits and a
careful measurement of reading
rate and comprehension. Heavy
use is made of modern equipment (controlled reader, tachistoscope, and reading laboratories).
Students are placed in small
groups for individual instruction
and exercises: comprehension is
tested after each exercise, and a
special feature of the course is
its demand that comprehension
keep pace with the increase in
the reading speed. A small but
vital requirement is that students
devote ten minutes each day
practising their new speedreading skills. After completing
the course, students can expect
to increase their reading skills by
a factor of at least two or three
- an improvement almost
always accompanied by increased
comprehension and retention.
The training is clearly of special
value to students or teachers in
the humanities and the social
sciences.
Mrs. R. Reed and Mrs. E. Mayer/
8 Mondays and Wednesdays/
April 29 to June 24 (no class
May 20)15-7 pm/Fee: $75
GEN-92-164
Write - and be published!
Serious writers who have
mastered the basics of writing,
but who still get rejection slips,
will be interested in these
sessions on the art of getting
published.
The techniques and tools of the
professional writer and the
secrets of the trade will be examined. By analyzing the current
marketplace and identifying
potential markets, by sharpening

8

your writing skills and then
tailoring this knowledge to your
particular need, our goal is to
get you published. Those with an
interest in communicating well
through the written word - be
it in a novel, a magazine article
or verse for greeting cards can benefit.
David Thomas/8 Wednesdays/
May 8 to June 26/7-10 pm/
Fee: $75
GEN-92-166
The world's chief languages
What are the world's chief
languages? What do they sound
like, and what do they look like
when written? This course will
attempt to answer these questions by comparing the spoken
and written forms of the world's
most widely used languages.
Knowledge gained in this course
could assist students of foreign
affairs, language and linguistics,
communications, religious
studies, anthropology and
sociology by encouraging a
better understanding of the
people of the different languagespeaking communities of the
world as well as an appreciation
for different cultural and ethnic
backgrounds.
Recommended text: Mario A.
Pei, The World's Chief
Languages, S.F. Vanni
(approx. $25.00)
Dr. Frederick H. Casler/
6 Mondays/May 6 to June 17
(no class on May 20)/7-9 pm/
Fee: $40
GEI\I-92-172
Workshop for new writers
This course offers those engaged
in putting words to paper an opportunity to give their writing
skills a professional polish. In a
pleasant workshop atmosphere,
new writers may share their work
and benefit from constructive
criticism. The topics and structure of the course will be determined by and adapted to the
needs and input of the students,
although it is expected that basic
techniques, style, plotting and
pace will be covered.
David Thomas/8 Mondays/
April 29 to June 24 (no class
May 201/7-10 pm/Fee: $75

PHYSICAL HEALTH
AND RECREATION
GEN-18-114
Orienteering
Orienteering is an intriguing outdoor activity whereby the participant finds his/ her way through
the woods, using a map and
compass, to locate specific
features. It has a direct application to most outdoor enthusiasts and provides a stimulating
challenge regardless of the age,
physical ability or experience of
the participant. Although orienteering can be a competitive
sport, this course is presented as
an aid for recreational woodland
travel.
Sessions will be primarily practical, based in Niagara's local
parks and woodlands. The most
important skill taught will be the
interpretation of topographical
maps and their use in navigation. The fascinating compass
needle will become a useful aid.
Patricia de St. Croix I
6 Mondays/April 29 to June 10
(no class May 20)16:30-8:30 pm/
Fee: $50, includes maps
GEN-92-153
Recognition and treatment of
sports injuries
A knowledge of emergency first
aid is an invaluable skill. To
those responsible for the health,
welfare and safety of athletes teachers, coaches, athletic
trainers, physical therapists,
nurses and fitness club administrators - as well as athletes
themselves, this knowledge is
essential.
This course will cover both
emergency first aid theory and
practical skills for those responsible for rendering first aid in
athletic situations. Course topics
include: pre-planning and treatment of athletic injuries; head
and spinal cord injuries; hemmorrage; joint injuries; muscle
injuries; fractures; thermal
injuries; shock.
Successful participants will be accredited by the Ontario Athletic
Therapist Association.

Joseph Kenny/2 Tuesdays and
Thursdays/April 23, 25, 30 and
May 2/6-10 pm/Fee: $60,
includes manual.

RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES AND
HOBBIES
GEN-92-104
Wine appreciation
The aim of this course is twofold: to familiarize the participant with the great traditional
wines and "wine styles" of the
world, and to teach the art of
wine tasting and assessment.
By understanding the history of
wine-making and by tasting products from the international
spectrum, participants will learn
first-hand how to assess wine
quality. Knowledge of grape
varieties, differing production
methods, regional geography and
climatic influences can bring the
vast array of world wines into
perspective.
In addition to the lectures,
discussions and wine-tasting sessions planned, there will also be
a field trip to a local winery.
Peter J. Gamble/8 Wednesdays/
May 1 to June 19/7-10 pm/Fee: $95
GEN-92-144
Practical gemmology
By introducing the student to the
alluring world of precious
gemstones and the profession of
gemmology, the course will provide a deeper understanding of
and appreciation for fine
jewellery. Designed for both the
consumer and retail jeweller, the
course will cover: gemstone identification; factors affecting
gemstones - rarity, beauty,
durability; the appeal of
diamonds; colored gemstones rubies, sapphires, topazes,
garnets; classification and application of precious (noble)
metals - gold, platinum, silver;
jewellery design; appraisal procedures and ethics.
Barry Walters/8 Tuesdays/
May 7 to June 25/7-9 pm/
Fee: $50

GEN-92-156
Calligraphy
The objectives of this course are
for the beginning calligrapher to
study and acquire skills in illuminated manuscript (Roman and
Italic alphabets and an introduction to Legende), illuminated
majuscules and decorative and il·
lustrative caps and decorative
borders. The use and care of
equipment, terminology and set
up of prose, poetry, cards and
invitations will be covered.
Vera M. Walby/8 Thursdays/May
2 to June 20/7-9:30 pm/Fee: $50

SCIENCE AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
GEN-05-105
Bird study in the Niagara Peninsula:
a field study of spring migration
This field study course will provide an introduction to both migrating and nesting bird species
found in various habitats in the
Niagara Peninsula. The course
will consist of one introductory
classroom session to be held on
Friday, May 3 and five field
trips to be held on Sundays. The
introductory class will acquaint
students with the birds expected
to be seen on the field trips as
well as the procedures for
identification.
The recommended text is Peterson's Field Guide to the Birds

phenomena occuring in the
environment.
This course will examine environmental issues such as water
and air pollution, sewage purification, pesticides, radiation,
petroleum and other energy pollutants, climatic changes and the
issue of ethics and ecology.
Students will learn what
chemicals are in the environment, how they affect us and
why we need to control them.
Piero Boldrini/8 Wednesdays/
May 8 to June 26/7-9 pm/
Fee: $50
GEN-21-102
Great lakes issues
The course will discuss current
issues facing the Great Lakes,
with emphasis on our local area.
Topics will include: The Niagara
River, acid rain, hazardous
wastes, fish, and citizen par·
ticipation in these issues. Practical approaches to overcoming
these problems will be
highlighted.
Provisions have been made to
include guest speakers through
the Brock University Institute
of Urban and Environmental
Studies and a field trip is
planned.
Pat Hayes/6 Thursdays/May 23
to June 27/7-9 pm/Fee: $40

of Eastern North America.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

Drew Campbell/Friday, May 3,
7-10 pm and 5 Sunday field trips,
May 5 to June 2/Fee: $60

GEN-92-173
Get what you want from life
Using the easy, enjoyable techniques of Mind power, you can
unlock your hidden potential and
accomplish what you want from
life, be it health, happiness, suecess, adventure, challenge or
love. Topics for this four session
course are: the mind/body/spirit
connection; the power of the
mind; the legacy of the past and
the challenge of the future; and,
goal setting. Using demonstrations, discussion, group interaction and assignments, each
student can better see the means
to achieve his or her goal.
Warner M. Montgomery and
Susan M. Montgomery/

GEN-06-105
Chemicals and the environment
Air, water and food are the
three most prominent components of human survival.
Chemical changes introduced
into our environment by man's
activities may well change or
modify our lives as they adapt to
the evolving conditions.
Environmental chemistry studies
the impact of old and new
chemicals on the biological,
climatic and soil factors that
affect living organisms and tries
to explain the novel chemical

4 Mondays/May 6 to June 3 (no
class May 20)/7-9 pm/Fee: $40
GEN-92-174
Effective problem-solving
Most people can become effective
problem solvers by developing
their innate creativity. This
course teaches a state of the art
method for solving problems, be
they personal or professional, using creativity approaches and
techniques. Participants can expect an increase in selfconfidence, decision-making
ability, analytical skills, communication skills and a greater
receptivity to new ideas.
Course topics include: basic
communicating skills, problem
dimensions, blocks to creativity,
listening techniques, brainstorming, the use of fantasy and implementation planning.
Frank Giannotti/8 Wednesdays/
. May 8 to June 6/7-10 pm/
Fee: $70
GEN-92-175
Coping with stress and anxiety
Stress and anxiety can influence
our actions, thoughts, feelings
and physical well-being. Anxiety
can prevent us from performing
our best and can detract from
the general quality of life. Structured experiences will be used in
this workshop to help participants to identify how they contribute to their feelings of
anxiety, how they can cope with
stress, and how they can prepare
for specific anxiety-arousing
situations. Some of the techniques used are self-statements,
deep relaxation (auto-hyponosis)
and fantasy rehearsal.
This is a Professional and Individual Exploration Program
(PIE) and will be lead by Les
Myers, an advanced doctoral
candidate in counselling psycho!ogy at the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education (U. ofT.)
and a counsellor at Brock's
Counselling Centre. His special
interests are humanistic approaches to psychotherapy, hypnosis, clinical applications of
humour and laughter, interpersonal skills development, and

groups as agents of change.
Les Myers/2 Mondays/Apr~ 22
and 29/7-10 pm/Fee: $40

SOCIAL, LEGAL AND
POLITICAL ISSUES
GEN-11-104
Women and politics
What does it take for a woman
to survive in the political arena?
Are there aspects of the political
life that are different for men
and women?
The course will analyse the
political approaches and theories
of women who have succeeded
as public figures in Canada now
and in the past, at all levels of
government. As well, by examining the role women have in the
Canadian economy and the role
of women in the politics of
underdeveloped countries, a
blueprint for success in public
life may be found for aspiring
candidates or for those who may
cheer them on.
Helen Gross/8 Thursdays/May 9
to June 27/7-9 pm/Fee: $50
GEN-19-107
Understanding the Arms Race
Mankind has lived for 40 years
with the possibilities of nuclear·
war. Those powers who control
nuclear weapons claim that the
nuclear arsenals are necessary to
preserve peace. Isn't this a contradiction? Are nuclear weapons
really a deterrent to war or will
a nuclear holocaust be the inevitable result?
This course cannot provide
definitive answers, but it can
examine the information and
arguments used by the pro- and
anti-nuclear groups. Course
topics include: nuclear weapon
terminology, weapons systems
and strategies, the negotiation of
treaties, the nuclear family,
scenarios of nuclear aftermath,
and the disarmament movement.
Recommended text: Carnesale,
A. et al. Living With Nuclear

Weapons, Bantam Press.
Bert Murphy/8 Tuesdays/May 7
to June 25/7-9 pm/Fee: $50
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GEN-92-145
Criminal law for the layperson
This course will give the participant some useful insights into
the criminal justice system what happens in the Criminal
Courts of Canada, and why.
The course will cover the route
of criminal conduct from the
legislation that determines what
is a crime through police investigation, pre-trial proceedings
and prosecution in a criminal
trial.
The course is both informal and
informative, and is designed to
make sense of media reports of
police investigations and criminal
court proceedings. The course
will detail the respective roles of
Crown and defense counsel,
judges and juries and is highlighted by the presentation of a
mock trial using actual members
of the bench and bar. As well,
significant cases both past and
present will be discussed.
Paul D. Stunt/8 Thursdays/May 9
to June 2717-9 pmlFee: $50
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The pressures of everyday life
Track 2:
and the demands and obligations
of home, family, work and
WHERE DO I WANT
society, often leave a woman
TO GO FROM HERE
little time to spend thinking about
and reflecting on her personal and WITH MY LIFE?
career goals. In order to faciliGoal Setting: This workshop will
tate such reflection, a residential
focus on closing the gap between
weekend for women is planned
how you see yourself now and
here at the University from May 3 how you would like to be. It will
to May 5.
take you through a process of
identifying and selecting a goal,
Women would register in one of
and setting up a plan to reach
three tracks which they would
that goal. Your goal may be in
follow throughout the whole
any
area of development - perweekend. Each track has a comsonal, interpersonal or career.
mon theme or purpose; a description of each session follows
Stress and assertiveness: Both
to assist you in deciding which
assertiveness and relaxation are
track to select. A daily schedule
strategies for coping with stress.
of events is also included.
The major goal of this workshop
is to help you increase your
Fee: The all-inclusive fee, which
understanding and use of asseris tax-deductible, is $125. This
tive attitudes and behaviors.
includes two nights accommodaDuring the workshop, you will
tion in residence, all meals, the
assess your current levels of
wine and cheese social, the use
assertiveness and practice asserof pool and physical education
tiveness skills. As well, a brief
facilities and all instructional
method of relaxation will be
and course fees.
taught.
Dates: Friday, May 3 to
· Career planning: Career developSunday, May 5.
ment is a life-long process. It inRegistration: Complete and
volves not only gathering inforreturn the special form provided
mation about yourself (your inin the back section of this
terests, skills, values), but also
brochure to the Part Time Proinformation
about the world of
grams Office, Thistle Complex,
work (what careers might interest
East Corridor, Room 263
you, what skills and personal
qualities are required for success,
and how to locate information
Track 1:
about these careers and the
people employed in them). This
RECREATIONAL
workshop will focus primarily on
FITNESS
gathering information about the
If you are looking for a peak
self, with some input on the
fitness experience, then this
world of work.
could be it. Enjoy a weekend
Instructors: Cathie Closs,
filled with activity and informales Myers
tion that will help you incorporate fitness into your lifestyle.
Information on nutrition, diet
Track 3:
and weight control, fitness
THE "NEW" WORKING
priorities and proper equipment
will be of interest to beginners
MOTHER
and to those who now engage in
Working women who have
fitness activities. Dance, games,
families can be victims of conswimming, racquet sports, walkflicting
demands - from their
ing and jogging are the activities
children,
their husbands, their
planned to round out an invigorparents,
their
co-workers, their
ating and informative weekend.
employers,
their
non-working
Instructors: lorne Adams,
friends.
At
the
same
time, they
Charlotte Adams

can also be struggling with the
problems of women in the
workforce - lack of respect,
lack of appreciation, lower
salaries, and increasing stress.
The objective of this workshop is
to motivate the working mother
to create a satisfying place for
herself in her world. Workshop
topics include: development of a
positive self-image; learning
stress-proofing techniques;
development of a "life is a
wonderful adventure" attitude;
setting priorities within a time
management plan; planning for
enjoyable personal time; learning
communication skills for assertive self-confidence.
Instructors: Warner M. Montgomery, Susan M. Montgomery

Sunday. May 5
7:00-8:30 am Breakfast
9:00-10:30 am Cardiovascular
Fitness - Walk,
Run

12:30-1:30 pm Luncheon
1:30-3:30 pm Wrap-Up
3:30pm

Departure

10:30-10:45am Nutrition Break
10:45-12:15pm Choosing the Right
Shoes and Clothing
12:30-1:30pm Lunch
I :30-3:30pm

3:30pm

Exercise Do's and
Don'ts, New
Games, Folk Dance
and Fun Wrap-up
and Evaluation
Departure

Track 2 I
Where Do I Want To Go
From Here With My life?

Track 3 I
The "New"
Working Mother
Friday, May 3
5:00-7:30 pm i Registration
8:00-9:00 pm Getting to Know
You - Informal
Ice-Breaker Session
by Track
9:00pm

Wine and Cheese
Social

Saturday, May 4
7:00-8:30 am Breakfast

Friday, May 3

Track 1 I
Recreational
Fitness

10:45-12:15pm Career Planning
(continued)

5:00-7:30 pm Registration

Friday, May 3

8:00-9:00 pm Getting to Know
You - Informal
Ice-Breaker Session
by Track

5:00-7:30 pm Registration

9:00 pm

Wine and Cheese
Social

9:00-10:30am I am Woman
10:30-10:45am Nutrition Break
10:45-12:15pm I am Mother
12:30-1:30 pm Lunch
1:45-3:15 pm I am Strong
3:15-3:30 pm Nutrition Break

8:00-9:00 pm Getting to Know
You - Informal
Ice-Breaker Session
by Track

Saturday, May 3

3:30-5:00 pm I am Loving

7:00-8:30 am Breakfast

9:00 pm

9:00-10:30 am Goal Setting

5:00-6:00 pm Fitness Break
- Walk, Swim,
Sauna,
Whirlpool

Wine and Cheese
Social

Saturday, May 4
7:00-8:30 am Breakfast
9:00-10:30 am What is Fitness?
Aerobic Dance
Class

10:30-10:45am Coffee/Nutrition
Break
10:45-12:15pm Goal Setting
(continued)
12:30-1:30pm Luncheon

6:30-7:00 pm Cash Bar
7:00-9:00 pm Dinner
9:00pm

Free Time - Faculty
Club Bar, Informal
Discussions

10:30-10:45am Nutrition Break

I :45-3:15 pm Stress and
Assertiveness

10:45-12:15pm Exercise and Weight
Control

3:15-3:30 pm Coffee/Nutrition
Break

7:00-8:30 am Breakfast

12:30-1:30 pm Lunch

3:30-5:00 pm Stress and Assertiveness (continued)

10:30-10:45am Nutrition Break

1:45-3:15 pm Nutrition;
Badminton; Squash
3:15-3:30 pm Nutrition Break
3:30-5:00 pm Film on Fitness;
Volleyball;
Racquetball
5:00-6:00 pm Fitness Break
-Walk, Swim,
Sauna, Whirlpool
6:30-7:00 pm Cash Bar
7:00-9:00 pm Dinner
9:00pm

Free Time - Faculty
Club Bar; Informal
Discussions

5:00-6:00 pm Fitness Break
-Walk, Swim,
Sauna,
Whirlpool
6:30-7:00 pm Cash Bar

Sunday, May 5
9:00-10:30am I am Organized
10:45-12:15pm I am Creative
12:30-1:30 pm Lunch
1:30-3:30 pm I am Exciting
3:30pm

Departure

7:00-9:00 pm Dinner
9:00pm

Free Time - Faculty
Club Bar, Informal
Discussions

Sunday, May 5
7:00-8:30 am Breakfast
9:00-10:30 am Career Planning
10:30-10:45am Coffee/Nutrition
Break
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CHILDREN'S
COMPUTER CAMP
This introductory course is
designed to meet the needs of
the 8 to 13 year old with limited
knowledge of the microcomputer.
The camp will feature instruction
in LOGO, a simple, yet powerful
computer language that has been
developed to help children learn
how to solve problems. Each
student will have the use of a
TRS-80 microcomputer for 15
hours of instruction. Two qualified instructors will be in the lab
for each session.
Enrolment will be limited to 25
children in each session. A computer camp t-shirt is included in
the fee.
Fees: $45 per section.

Dates:
Section 1
July 8 - 12 I 9:00 am - 12 noon
Section 2
July 8 - 12 I 1:30 pm- 4:30 pm
Section 3
July 15 - 19 I 9:00 am - 12 noon
Section 4
July 15 - 19 I 1:30pm -4:30pm
Section 5
July 22 - 26 I 9:00 am - 12 noon
Section 6
July 22 - 26 I 1:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Registration: Saturday, June 1,
9 to 11 am, in the College of
Education Gymnasium. No advance registrations will be accepted. Parents must register
their own children, in person, on
the day of registration only.

CHILDREN'S OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE CAMP
The aim of each of the one-week
programs is to develop in the
participants an understanding of
and appreciation for the natural
environment. Children ages 7 to
11 will be given an opportunity
to develop such skills as observation, identification, discovery,
exploration, examination and
problem-solving through a stimulating variety of practical out-
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door educational activities. These
activities include pond study,
orienteering, an archeological
dig, nature hikes, mystery hunts,
animal survival games, a hunting
expedition, survival techniques
and a cookout with story-telling
and songs.
Using the varied and lush
natural environment of the Brock
University campus, the program
offers a unique educational opportunity using recreational
activities. Participants will be
grouped according to age and
skill, and all activities will be
held out of doors, weather
permitting.

Dates:
Session 1:
July 15 to July 1919 am- 4 pm
Session 2:
July 22 to July 2619 am - 4 pm
Session 3:
July 29 to August 219 am - 4 pm
Session 4:
August 5 to August 919 am -4 pm
Session 5:
August 12 to August 1619 am- 4 pm
Session 6:
August 19 to August 2319 am- 4 pm
Fees: $45 per session
Registration: Saturday, June 1,
1 to 3 pm in the College of Education Gymnasium. No advance
registrations will be accepted.
Parents must register their own
children, in person, on the day
of registration only.

DISCOVERY '85:
YOUTH OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCE
This 12-day experiential camp is
designed for young people ages
12 to 15. The aim is to provide
a demanding outdoor educational and physical experience
that will develop many important
life-skills, such as leadership,
co-operation, confidence and
problem-solving. Campers will be
gradually immersed into demanding activities that will necessitate
the mastery of new, applied
skills. They will be encouraged
to take responsible, positive ac-

tion in a variety of situations requiring positive decision-making
and commitment.
Program: The program is divided
into two distinct phases. The day
camp phase is from 9 am to 4 pm
daily for 5 days, with the sixth
day ending at noon. All activities will be held on the Brock
campus. Campers are to provide
their own lunch each day. Activities include: group problemsolving tasks, leadership exercises, adventure physical education, camp crafts, equipment
familiarization and navigation
(map, compass and celestial).
The expedition phase directly
follows the day camp phase and
lasts 5 1/2 days, with departure
usually at 1 pm on Sundays. Activities planned are: backpacking,
group camping, environmental
studies, basic technical rock
climbing, a community service
experience and a banquet upon
return on Friday for campers
and their families. Discovery '85
will provide all food during this
phase.
A pre-registration information
session will be held for interested
parents on Monday, May 6,
7-9 pm, at Brock University in
the Alumni Lounge, 13th Floor,
Schmon Tower.
Equipment: Discovery '85 will
provide all camping and technical equipment required (backpacks, sleeping bags, tents, etc.).
Campers will be responsible for
their own clothing and personal
items. A clothing and equipment
list will be distributed at
registration time.

Dates:
Session 1: July 1-6 (day camp),
July 7-12 (expedition)
Session II: July 15-20 (day
camp), July 21-26 (expedition)
Session III: Aug. 5-10 (day
camp), Aug. 11-16 (expedition)
Session IV: Aug. 19-24 (day
camp), Aug. 25-30 (expedition)
Fees: $140
Registration: Registration will be
limited to 18 campers per session.
Registration will take place
Saturday, June 1 from 1 to -3 pm

in the College of Education Gymnasium. No advance registration
will be accepted.

BROCK AQUATIC
CENTRE
Instructional swim programs
offered: introductory competitive
swimming (Esso Swim Canada,
14 levels, for children age 5 and
over); Canadian Amateur Diving
Association learn to dive program; Red .Cross water safety
programs, levels 4 - 8; Royal
Lifesaving Society programs, for
lifeguarding certification; Red
Cross Leader programs; Red
Cross/Royal Lifesaving Society
instructor training; learn to swim
- Brock's Superheroes Swim
Levels and adult learn to swim
and stroke improvement programs; fitness - daily swims to
attain 80 km mark with recording cards available, fitness
classes and masters swimming;
, Red Cross Awards for canoeing
and survival.
As well, programs are offered in
the following sports: competitive
swimming, through the Brock
Regional Swim Team, ages 8
and over; synchronized swimming for those aged 8 and over;
five level progressive diving program; water polo, for those 15
and over; SCUBA.

Registration:
Spring session programs: Monday, April 15, 6 to 8 pm at the
Physical Education Complex.
Lessons start April 20 and end
June 29.
Summer session programs: from
June 21 until June 28, registration will take place Monday to
Friday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm at
the Physical Education office.
Summer sessions: July 1 - 12,
July 15 - 26, July 29 - August 9,
August 12 - August 23.

Fall session programs:
September 23 at the Physical
Education Complex.
Times for public or adult only
recreational swims are available
at the lower level entrance to the

pool or from the Physical
Education office. A nominal admission fee is charged to those
who are not members of the
Physical Education Complex.
For more information, please
call the Physical Education
Complex, 688-5550, ext. 3387.

CHILDREN'S SUMMER
SPORTS SCHOOL
The Summer Sports School is
open to youngsters, boys and
girls, between the ages of 8 and
13. The program provides fun
and instruction in a wide range
of sports-related activities using
university facilities. The children
attend for a two week session,
Monday through Friday, from
9:00 am to 3:30 pm and are
supervised at all times. Sports
School t-shirts and hats are provided. Participants are to bring
their own lllnches; milk is
provided.
There are three sessions:
Session A - July 1 to July 12;
Session B - July 15 to July 26;
Session C - July 29 to August 9.
Registration will be held on
Saturday, May 11 at 7:30 am in
the Physical Education Centre
lobby. No advance registrations
are accepted and registration is
limited. Parents must register
their own child or children in
person, ·on the date of registration. The fee will be approximately $65 per child.

instruction and competition will
take place within these divisions.
Boys' session: August 12 to
August 17, 9 am to 4 pm; three
divisions; maximum enrolment is
150; Director is Garney Henley,
Brock's Varsity Men's Coach.
Girls' session: August 19 to
August 23, 9 am to 4 pm; three
divisions; maximum enrolment is
120; Director is Chris Critelli,
Brock's Varsity Women's Coach.
Registration: Saturday, May 4,
1985, in the Physical Education
Complex.
Boys: 9:00 am to 12:00 noon
Girls: 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm
No advance or phone registrations will be accepted.
Cost: $70.00 (second participant,
same family $65.00). The fee has
increased to help cover the cost
of the basketballs that will be
given to each participant.
The fee must be paid in full
at the time of registration.
Post-dated cheques are not
acceptable.

SUMMER
BASKETBALL SCHOOL
The object of this program is to
provide an intense week of concentration in the development of
the individual's basketball skills.
Instructional sessions, films, contests and games are scheduled on
a daily basis. The program is
open to those between the ages
of 10 and 18 years of age. Participants will be divided into
boys' sessions and girls' sessions.
Each session will have divisions
based on age and skill level. All
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DAILY SCHEDULE FOR GENERAL INTEREST COURSES
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
AND SUNDAY

Orienteering

Wine appreciation

Speedreading (tl

Everything you want to
know about computers
- and now can ask (2>

Speedreading (!)

Everything you want to
know about computers
- and now can ask (2>

The world's chief
languages

Recognition and treatment of sports injuries

Effective problem-solving

Great Lakes issues ,

Bird study in the
Niagara Peninsula:
a field study of
spring migration
(Friday, May 3 and
five Sunday field trips)

Workshop for new
writers

Small business seminar

Income tax for small
business

Recognition and treatment of sports injuries

Write - and be
published!

Calligraphy

Practical gemmology
Get what you want
from life

Stock option strategies

Coping with stress
and anxiety

Understanding the Arms
Race

Chemicals and the
environment

BASIC computer programming for beginners
O>
(2>
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Classes are held both Monday and Wednesday each week.
Classes are held both Tuesday and Thursday each week.

Investing in the stock
market
Women and politics
Criminal law for the
layperson

UARNING

SKillS
PHOG

s

Through the Brock Counselling
Centre, a number of courses are
offered to assist registered and
prospective students at Brock in
acquiring skills for learning and
achieving success at universitylevel programs. Others may be
admitted to some programs at
the discretion of the coordinator.

REGISTRATION
Registration for the following
programs must be arranged
through the Brock Counselling
Centre, Thistle Complex, East
Corridor, Room 270, telephone
688-5550, ext. 3240. Please DO
NOT use the forms in this
brochure.
Participants are not considered
registered or guaranteed a place
until all application forms and
other required questionnaires are
returned and fees are paid in
full.
Please indicate your choice of
section for each program.

FEES
Fees are indicated at the end of
the course descriptions and are
payable in advance at the Brock
Counselling Centre. To qualify
for a refund, students MUST advise the Centre at least one week
in advance.

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTIONS
Study skills
What skills do you need for suecess at University? Do you find
it difficult to manage your time,
to concentrate, to write an
essay? In five 2-hour sessions,
this workshop covers all of the
basic study skills - time
management, concentration, effective reading, essay writing,
seminar participation, exam
preparation and exam writing.
Section A:
7-9 pro/Tuesdays and Thursdays,
August 6, 8, 13, 15, 20/Fee: $20
Section B:
7-9 pm/Mondays and Wednesdays,
August 12, 14, 19, 21. 26/Fee: $20

Writing skills
The writing skills workshops, in
four 2-hour sessions, will focus
on the principles of essay writing, although some time will be
spent applying these skills and
concepts to other kinds of
university-level writing such as
case studies, book reviews, and
lab and field reports.
The workshops will analyse the
process of writing an essay:
choosing a topic; constructing a
thesis statement; making an
outline; researching a topic;
organizing research material;
writing the essay; revising and
setting up the finished paper.
Exercises and instructor feedback will improve your writing
style.
Text: Norton and Green, The

Bare Essentials, Form B
Section A:
7-9 pro/Tuesdays and Thursdays,
August 20, 22, 27, 29/Fee: $20
Section B:
7-9 pro/Mondays, September 16,
23/30 and October 7/Fee: $20
Section C:
7-9 pro/Tuesdays, September 17,
24 and October 1 and 8/Fee: $20
Special one-day, one-stop writing
skms workshop
Students taking courses during
the Spring Evening session are
being offered a Writing Skills
Workshop in a special condensed
format on two separate Saturdays in May. All of the basics
of academic writing will be
covered and participants will
receive a clear 7-step process for
tackling essays and individual
feedback from the instructors.
Registration is limited to 15 per
section.
Richard Borsos and Anette lsber
Section A: 9 am· 4 pm/Seturday,
May 4
Section B: 9 am· 4 pm/Seturday,
May 11
Fee: $20 (includes lunch and
coffee)
Re-entry mathematics
Re-entry mathematics is for
those who are entering or planning to enter University but

whose mathematics background
is weak. The program is not
suitable for those who already
have grade 13 mathematics, nor
does it fulfill the grade 13
requirement for entrance to
University. It covers material
comparable to the end of grad~
12 mathematics.
In ten 3-hour sessions, the program teaches the basic mathematical skills for entry into University credit courses in statistics
and other mathematics courses
required for non-math majors
(e.g. Psychology, Business Administration, Geography, Urban
and Environmental Studies).
While the specific topics covered
depend on students' needs and
the results of diagnostic assessment, the following topics are
typically covered: integers; order
of operations; fractions; percentages; algebra; exponents; scientific notation; roots.
The class environment is supportive and informal. Instructional
methods are chosen to reduce
anxiety about mathematics.
Practice sheets are provided and
some work between class sessions
is advised. Class size is limited
to 20.
6·9 pro/Mondays and Wednesdays
(with adjustments for the Civic
Holiday and Labour Day)/July 29,
31, August 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 26,
28, September 4/Fee: $100. ($25
will be refunded upon return of
post-testing materials)
Additional fall programs
Throughout the fall term, the
Counselling Centre will offer
Learning Skills Programs designed to help students to get the
most from their credit courses at
Brock. Fall programs will inelude: additional sessions of
Study Skills, Writing Skills and
Re-entry Mathematics; Mature
Student Orientation; Skills for
Seminar Participation; Effective
Reading; English Grammar and
Usage; Essay Research Methods;
and more.
Look for details in the Fall and
Winter Part Time Programs
brochure.
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Brock's Intensive English
Language Program provides 25
hours of English instructions per
week in grammar and writing,
guided reading, spoken English,
comprehension (in the language
lab) and integrated studies. The
program is open to all those
who wish to improve their
English for academic, professional or social purposes.
Fourteen week programs are
offered in the Fall (September to
December), Winter (January to
April), and Spring Sessions (May
to August). A six week Summer
Session program is offered from
early July to mid-August.

ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Admission is open to all those
who are interested in improving
their proficiency in English.
However, except under unusual
circumstances, applicants should
be at least 18 years of age and
should have studied at least
basic English. Enrolment in each
program is limited.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
Extracurricular activities, such as
day and weekend excursions,
guest lectures, and events organized by student clubs allow
students to become better acquainted with life at Brock. Attendance at these and other nonacademic activities constitutes
part of the IELP's comprehensive approach to aiding international students understand the
Canadian cultural mosaic.

REGISTRATION
Inquiries regarding programs at
the Centre should be sent to the
Director, English Language Programs, Room ST 1210, Brock
University, St. Catharines,
Ontario, L2S 3A1. Telephone
688-5550, ext. 3374.
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YOUR
Hill

The Regional Niagara PreRetirement Council, in cooperation with the Brock University Part Time Programs Office,
offers a course in retirement
planning. If you are thinking of
retiring, now is the time to begin
planning for the many changes
that will take place in your
lifestyle. We recommend that
you begin planning for these
changes at least five years before
you retire.
Our resource people provide
information and advice on such
topics as:
- what leisure activities you
might consider
- federal and provincial benefits
- handling your money and
budgeting
- legal matters, including consumer protection
- where to live (both residence
and locality)
- health care advice
- the deeper aspects of living.
We recommend that both
husband and wife attend our
program.

FALL 1985 PROGRAM
Sessions will be held on Tuesday
or Thursday evenings from 7:45
pm until 9:45 pm for nine consecutive weeks, beginning
Tuesday, September 24 and
Thursday, September 26, at the
University. The fees are $25.00
for singles and $35.00 for
couples. Please make cheques
payable to the Regional Niagara
Pre-Retirement Council.
You may pre-register by sending
in a post-dated cheque dated
September I.

REGISTRATION
You may apply in person or by
mail to the Part Time Programs
Office, Thistle Complex, East
Corridor, Room 263, Brock
University, St. Catharines,
Ontario L2S 3Al. We require
your name (and spouse's name),
address, telephone number and
preferred evening for the course.
For more information, please
contact the Part Time Programs
Office (416) 688-5550, ext. 3249
or 3250.
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If you are sixty years of age or
older, or have a friend or
relative who is, then a unique
educational program called
Elderhostel is available this
summer at Brock University and
other colleges and universities
throughout Ontario. Elderhostel
is a unique program for people
who are going somewhere, not
only in terms of travel but also
in the sense of reaching out for
new knowledge and experiences.
Elderhosel combines the adventure of hosteling with the pursuit
of knowledge into an exciting
week of educational activities.
Started in New Hampshire in
1975, the program now has participant educational institutions
in all fifty states and most
Canadian provinces.
During the summer, each school
will offer a series of week-long,
non-credit courses taught by
regular faculty members. There
are no exams, no grades and no
homework. As well, the schools
will offer a wide variety of extracurricular activities.
The fee per person for one week
is $200, and includes tuition,
campus residence accommodation and all meals. For an
Ontario Elderhostel brochure or
additional details, please contact
the Part Time Programs Office
at Brock University or write:
Elderhostel Canada, P. 0. Box
4400, Fredericton, N.B. E3B
5A3. Telephone (506) 453-4647.

PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS

BROCK CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
The University has established
certificate programs for those
wishing to acquire specialized
knowledge without proceeding
immediately to a degree. Certificate programs are offered in
public administration and urban
and environmental studies. The
programs are composed of
degree credit courses and admission requirements are the same
as for degree programs. Details
appear in the relevant department entries in the current
university calendar.

Brock University offers a number
of certificate courses in cooperation with professional
associations whose designation is
granted at the successful completion of the program.
For some of the programs,
students will register for regular
degree credit courses at the
University. Credits obtained are
then forwarded to the professional association for certification or designation. Students intending to register in these programs must apply to both Brock
University and to the professional
association concerned.
Information brochures for these
professional certificate courses
are available at both the Part
Time Programs Office and at the
Registrar's Office.
Certificates requiring application
to both Brock University and
the professional association:
Appraisal Institute of Canada
C~nadian Resident Appraiser
(CRA); Accredited Appraiser of
the Canadian Institute (AACI);
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario (CA); Fellows
Program of the Canadian Credit
Union Institute (FCCUI); Institute of Certified Administrative
Managers of Ontario (CAM);
Fellows Program of the Institute
of Canadian Bankers (FICB);
Fellows Program of the Insurance Institute of Canada
(FIIC); Fellows Program of the
Real Estate Institute (FRI);
Fellows Program of the Trust
Companies of Canada (FTCI).
Certificates requiring application
to the professional association
only; no application is made
through Brock University: Program of the Association of Certified General Accountants
(CGA); Program of the Canadian Institute of Management
(CIM); Society of Management
Accountants (RIA).
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CONTINUING
SIUDIIS
IN IHI
COlUGI Of
IDUCATION

The Department of Continuing
Studies at the Brock University
College of Education was created
in order that the College might
more effectively meet the continuing education needs of teachers
and administrators in the region.
The courses are designed to meet
the Ministry of Education requirements for additional qualifications for teachers and administrators of Ontario schools. A
number of these courses are
offered during the Summer
Session.

ROUTE II
(BEd) PROGRAM
(In-service)
This program is designed for
teachers interested in continuing
their professional education who
seek endorsement of their
Ontario Teaching Certificate
by the Ontario Ministry of
Education.

PROGRAM
REQUIREMENTS
The requirement for the degree is
the completion of a minimum of
five courses numbered EDUC
411 or above, of which three will
be in a specialized area. The sequential numbering of courses
indicates the specialized area. It
should be noted that the sequences coincide with the
Ministry of Education threesession course leading to additiona! qualifications. For example, Special Education EDUC
417, EDUC 418, and EDUC 419
are courses which will lead to
successful students being recommended for the Special Education qualifications, parts I, II
and III. Students will complete
the degree requirements with suecessful completion of three
courses in a specialized area and
an additional two courses, to
total five courses.
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ADMISSION TO THE
PROGRAM
Admission to the program is
open to anyone possessing a
teaching_ qualification. Please
note that candidates who wish to
have courses recommended to
the Ministry of Education must
hold an Ontario Teaching
Certificate.
Some applicants may not hold
the Ontario Teaching Certificate,
but may be teaching on a Letter
of Standing or Letter of Permission. We refer you to Ontario
Regulation 269 of the Education
Act for clarification of your
eligibility for admission. You
must contact the Ministry of
Education directly to confirm
your status for admission purposes and provide the Registrar's
office with supporting documentation attesting to that status.
Applicants who are taking these
courses solely for interest should
note that they will NOT be
recommended for additional
- qualifications.
Admission to the program is not
restricted to those who hold an
undergraduate degree, but the
awarding of the degree of BEd
will be withheld until the candidate provides evidence of completion of the undergraduate
degree acceptable to Brock
Uaiversity.
Students not interested in completing the entire program should
note that recommendation to the
Ministry of Education for endorsement of the Ontario Teaching Certificate is not dependent
on a candidate's completing the
total requirements for the BEd
degree. Transcripts showing their
work completed towards the
degree will be available from the
Registrar's office.

ADVANCED STANDING
Students who complete Ministry
of Education courses through the
College after June 30, 1979, may
be eligible to receive up to two

courses in advance standing
towards the BEd degree Route
U. For further information contact the chairman, Department
of Continuing Studies, Prof. V.
Cicci, 688-5550, ext. 3342.

REGISTRATION
In-service registration packages
outlining procedures, fees and
specific requirements are
available from the Assistant
Registrar, Admissions and
Graduate Studies, Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario
L2S 3Al. Telephone 688-5550,
ext. 3562 or 3720.
To ensure a place, please complete and return this material
with the necessary documentation
as quickly as possible. All
courses will have a minimum/
maximum enrolment. Forms received after June 1 (for Summer
Session courses) and September
9 (for Fall/Winter courses) may
be considered only on courses
that are not yet filled.
Courses that do not meet the
minimum enrolment requirement
(25-30) will be cancelled. This
decision will be made the first
week of June for Summer Session
courses and the second week of
September for Fall/Winter
Session courses.

ADDITIONAl FEES
In addition to course fees, all
courses have an additional
material or activity fee, payable
on the second day of your
course. Do not include this fee
with your course fees: make
cheque payable to Brock College
of Education. See the list of additional fees following the course
lists.

MASTER OF
EDUCATION (MEd)
PROGRAM
The Master of Education (MEd)
degree program at Brock Univer-

sity is designed to improve the
professional competence of practitioners. The program offered
allows for considerable flexibility
as to course selection but provides candidates with a broad
background in theory, research
and application.
Degree candidates can select
from three areas of concentration: curriculum studies, foundations of learning and teaching
behavior, and educational administration. These courses are
offered on a regular basis during
the Summer Day Session and the
Fall/Winter Evening Sessions.
Students are admitted to core
courses and may commence electives after the core courses are
completed successfully. Eight half
courses and an exit thesis or
project are required for the
degree.
For more information, contact
Mr. R. Alex Reed, Assistant
Registrar, Admissions and
Graduate Studies at (416)
688-5550, ext. 3239. Dr. John
Novak, Chairman of the Department of Graduate Studies,
College of Education at (416)
688-5550, ext. 3345 is available
to answer questions.

education teachers and all
support staff.
As well, schools are invited to
present and share their ideas,
curriculum resources, implementation strategies and techniques
at a Resource Sharing Spectacular. Please bring along your
guidance programs, games, resources, materials, and handouts
related to guidance programs at
all levels. This is an important
aspect of the program and you
are encouraged to participate. A
table and space will be provided,
although the number of electrical
outlets may be limited.
The cost for the day is $30. and
includes lunch and a wine and
cheese reception.
For further information or an
application form, contact the
Department of Continuing
Studies, College of Education,
Brock University, St. Catharines,
Ontario L2S 3A1. Telephone
(416) 688-5550, ext. 3342.

BROCK ANNUAL
EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCE
A new look - guidance and
counselling at the elementary,
intermediate and senior levels
May 3, 1985
This spring, the Brock College of
Education will host a professional development conference
which will focus on sharing implementation strategies and techniques related to the new
Ministry of Education guidelines.
The workshop will feature a prominent speaker, workshops,
lunch, panel discussion, films,
resource and social agency representation, and a wine and cheese
reception. The Conference will
be of interest to curriculum
teachers, guidance teachers,
guidance counsellors, special
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IN-SERVICE EDUCATION COURSE LISTS AND TIMETABLE - 1985-86
SPRING SESSION

Attendance Counsellor
Course
Computers in
the Classroom

SUMMER SESSION
EDUC 482 (Pt. 1), 483 (Pt. 2),
484 (Pt.
Room 324,
Brock
of Education

FALL/WINTER SESSION

EDUC 461 (Pt. 1): Room 205,
Brock College of Education,
TBA, Hamilton; Denis Morris,
St. Catharines; TBA, Simcoe
EDUC 462 (Pt. 2): TBA,
Hamilton; TBA, Simcoe

EDUC 461 (Pt. 1): Room 205,
Brock College of Education (Tues.);
Dundurn Site, Hamilton (Tues.)
EDUC 462 (Pt. 2): Denis Morris,
St. Catharines (Tues.); Room 205,
Brock College of Education (Wed.);
Dundurn site, Hamilton (Thurs.)
EDUC 463 (Pt. 3): Room 205,
Brock College of Education, (Thurs.)
EDUC. 472 (Pt. 1): Beamsville (Tues.)
EDUC 475
Beamsville

Co-operative Education
Curriculum and
Instruction in the
Junior Division
Curriculum Implementation
and Teaching English/
Language Arts (Int.)
Curriculum Implementation
and Teaching
Science (Int.)
English As A
Second Language

EDUC 477: Room 304/327,
Brock College of Education
- 9:30
Tues. and
EDUC 487: Room 207/208,
Brock College of Education
(6:30 - 9:30 pm, Tues. and Thurs.)
EDUC 486: Room 207/208,
Brock College of Education
(6:30 - 9:30 pm, Tues. and Thurs.)
EDUC 468 (Pt. 2): Canadian Martyrs,
Hamilton (6:30 - 9:30 pm, Mon.)

EDUC 466 (Pt. 3): Room 202,
Brock College of Education

Guidance

Music-Vocal
(Prim/ Jr.)

Physical and
Health Education
(Prim/ Jr.)

EDUC 414 (Pt. 1): Room 317,
Brock College of Education
(9:00 am - 12:00 pm, Mon. to Fri.)

EDUC 441 (Pt. 1): Room 207/208,
Brock College of Education
EDUC 443 (Pt. 3): Room 209,
Brock College of Education

EDUC 444 (Pt. 1): G. Vanier,
Hamilton (Tues.)*
EDUC 445 (Pt. 2): G. Vanier,
Hamilton (Tues.)*
EDUC 446 (Pt. 3): G. Vanier,

Physical and
Health Education
(Int./Sr.)

Primary
Education

Reading
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EDUC 467 (Pt. 1): Canadian Martyrs,
Hamilton (Wed.)
EDUC 468 (Pt. 2): Canadian Martyrs,
Hamilton
EDUC 464 (Pt. 1): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton (Tues.); Room 207/208,
Brock College of Education (Thurs.)
EDUC 465 (Pt. 2): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton
EDUC 414 (Pt. 1): Room 317,
Brock College of Education (Wed.)
EDUC 415 (Pt. 2): Room 311,
Brock College of Education (Wed.)
EDUC 416 (Pt. 3): Room 324,
Brock
of Education
EDUC 441 (Pt. 1): G. Vanier,
Hamilton (Tues.)*
EDUC 442 (Pt. 2): G. Vanier,
Hamilton (Tues.)*
EDUC 443 (Pt. 3): G. Vanier,

EDUC 437 (Pt. 1): St. Teresa,
Hamilton
EDUC 439 (Pt. 3): St. Teresa,
Hamilton
EDUC 423 (Pt. 3): E.Bagshaw,
Hamilton

EDUC 423 (Pt. 3): TBA,
Simcoe

SPRING SESSION

Religious Education

Special J!:ducation

TeacherLibrarianship

Teaching French
As A Second
Language

Teaching
Trainable
Retarded

Visual Arts

MATERIAL/
ACTIVITY

FEE

SUMMER SESSION

FALL/WINTER SESSION

EDUC 454 (Pt. 1): Christ The King,
Hamilton; Loretto Christian Centre,
Niagara Falls*
EDUC 455 (Pt. 2): Christ The King,
Hamilton; Loretto Christian Centre,
Niagara Falls*
EDUC 456 (Pt. 3): Christ The King,
Hamilton; Loretto Christian Centre,
Falls*
EDUC 417 (Pt. 1): E.Bagshaw,
Hamilton; Kernahan Park,
St. Catharines
EDUC 418 (Pt. 2): E. Bagshaw,
Hamiltop; Kernahan Park,
St. Catharines
EDUC 419 (Pt. 3): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton; Kernahan Park,
St. Catharines; Cayuga Secondary,

EDUC 454 (Pt. 1): Christ The King,
Hamilton (Wed.); TBA,
Niagara Falls (Thurs.)
EDUC 455 (Pt. 2): Christ The King,
Hamilton (Wed.); TBA,
Niagara Falls (Thurs.)

EDUC 417 (Pt. 1):
Room 206/207/208/209/304,
Brock College of Education (Wed.);
St. Mary's, Hamilton (Wed.)
EDUC 418 (Pt. 2): North Park,
Brantford (Thurs.); Room 202/203/
204/305, Brock College of Education
(Wed.); St. Mary's, Hamilton (Wed.)

EDUC 427 (Pt. 1): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton (Tues.)
EDUC 428 (Pt. 2): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton
EDUC 411 (Pt. 1): Durham District
EDUC 411 (Pt. 1): Room 311,
Community, Durham (Wed.)
Brock College of Education
EDUC 413 (Pt. 3): E. Bagshaw,
(9:00 am - 2:00 pm, Mon. to Fri.)
Hamilton (Tues.); Room 327,
Brock
of Education
EDUC 496 A (Pt. 1): St. Mary's,
EDUC 496 A (Pt. 1): E. Bagshaw,
EDUC 496 A (Pt. 1): Room 202,
Hamilton; Kernahan Park,
Hamilton (Wed.); Room 327,
Brock College of Education
Brock College of Education (Wed.)
(6:30 - 9:30 pm, Tues. and Thurs.)
St. Catharines
EDUC 497 B (Pt. 3): St. Mary's,
EDUC 497 B (Pt. 2): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton (Wed.); Room 327,
Hamilton; Kernahan Park,
Brock College of Education (Wed.)
St. Catharines
EDUC 451 (Pt. 1): TBA, Grimsby
EDUC 452 (Pt. 2): Room 305,
EDUC 452 (Pt. 2): TBA, Grimsby
Brock College of Education (Mon.)
Note:
Note:
Note:
All Fall/Winter Evening Session
All Summer Session classes are
Spring Session class times and days
8 am - 1 pm. Monday to Friday.
classes are 6:30 - 9:30 pm. Days are
are noted. Session is from March to
Session is from Wednesday,
noted. Session begins September 24,
June. Some Saturdays may be
July 3 to Tuesday, July 30.
1985 and ends March 27, 1986.
included in course schedule.
Some Saturdays may be included in
* Candidates enrolling in EDUC
454, 455 and 456, Niagara Falls,
course schedule.
are expected to take part in a
*Candidates enrolling in EDUC 441,
442, 443 and 444, 445, 446 are
weekend program, May 24, 25
and 26, 1985. Course dates
expected to take part in a weekend
outdoor program. Dates will be
are July 3 to 23.
announced at the first class on
Senl·emr1er 24.
All courses carry this additional fee. It will be collected on the second day of the course.
Make cheque payable to: BROCK COLLEGE OF EDUCATION. Do not include this fee with your course fee.
EDUC 414, 415, 416- $20.00
EDUC 461, 462, 463- $20.00
EDUC 427, 428, 429 - $20.00
EDUC 464, 465, 466 - $15.00
EDUC 441, 443
- $20.00 (Summer Session, Brock)
EDUC 417, 418, 419- $15.00
EDUC 441, 442, 443 - $45.00 (Winter Session, Hamilton)
EDUC 496hc, 497hc - $ 7.50
EDUC 444, 445, 446 - $45.00
EDUC 482, 483, 484 - $30.00
EDUC 451, 452, 453 - $30.00
All Other Courses - $10.00
EDUC 427 (Pt. 1): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton
EDUC 429 (Pt. 3): E. Bagshaw,
Hamilton
EDUC 411 (Pt. 1): Room 311,
Brock College of Education
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PARI
IIMI
SIUDIIS
fOR
DIGRII
CRIDII

This section introduces you to
the degree credit courses offered
during the Spring Evening,
Summer Day and Winter Evening Sessions. These sessions provide those who are unable to
attend university full time with
an opportunity to resume or
continue their studies. You may
also wish to pursue degree credit
courses on a part time basis in
the Fall/Winter session. This
opens up a new spectrum of
courses you may consider for
part time study. If you cannot
identify something of interest
from our ample part time Spring
Evening and Summer Day Session courses, please consult the
current university calendar for
complete listings of all courses
offered. University calendars will
be mailed to you, on request,
from the Registrar's office,
688-5550, ext. 3430.

WHAT IS A PART
TIME STUDENT?
A part time student is a person
taking three full courses or less
per academic session. Courses
may be taken either during the
day or evening.

DEGREE
REQUIREMENTS FOR
PART TIME STUDIES

require students who choose a
general studies or integrated
studies degree program in the
natural or social sciences to have
a course in mathematics or cornputer science, and those who
choose a concentration of
courses in the humanities to have
a course in a second language.
A student electing to pursue an
integrated studies program must
maintain second class honours
standing in order to continue in
the program and to graduate.
See the current academic
calendar for more details.

ADMISSIONS
If you wish to apply for part
time study courses, please cornplete the "Application for admission to part time studies"
form in the back of this brochure or pick one up at the
Registrar's Office.
In addition to your application,
we require that you enclose supporting documentation, such as
records of your high school
marks and previous university or
community college work so that
we can quickly process your
application for admission.
Once admitted, you will receive
a "Offer of Admission" by
mail. Just bring this "Offer
of Admission" with you on
registration day.
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SENIOR CITIZENS
(minimum age 60)
Senior citizens who are 60 years
of age or older are encouraged
to enrol in part time studies at
Brock, either on a regular or
audit basis. Tuition fees are
waived; a student card fee of $5
is charged. Applications for admission should be made in the
normal manner.

AUDITOR STATUS

It is the responsibility of each

student to ensure that the
courses selected meet the
academic requirements for the
degree chosen. Degree requirernents are the same for both full
and part time students. You are
urged to consult the current
undergraduate calendar for a
detailed explanation of these
requirements.
Note: In addition to single
major or combined major degree
programs, students may also
choose a general studies program
or an integrated studies program,
at either the pass or honours
level. Students should be aware
that new University regulations

to enrol in full time studies,
mature students must complete
two full course equivalents with
at least a "C" average.
A non-degree student is one not
proceeding towards a Brock
University degree. Typically,
non-degree students are: (a) persons already holding a degree
who wish to take courses for
interest or upgrading purposes;
(b) persons who wish to take
courses in a particular area
without obtaining either a degree
or certificate; (c) persons from
another university taking courses
on a Letter of Permission.
Students admitted under section
(c) above, who successfully cornplete a minimum of two full
courses with an overall average
of "C" (650Jo) or better, may
apply for admission as degree or
certificate candidates.

SPECIAL ADMISSION
TO UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES
It is not necessary that you have
grade 13 credits to attend university! While many of our part
time students do satisfy our
normal admission requirements,
there are others who do not. If
you are one of these students,
you may be considered for admission under one of the following categories.
A mature student is one who has
been out of school for at least
two years and who is at least 21
years old. Before being permitted

Persons wishing to attend classes
in courses offered for degree
credit for interest only may be
permitted to do so as auditors
(listeners). It is not necessary for
auditors to have the normal
qualifications for admission to
the University, but they must be
formally admitted prior to registration. Not all courses are
available to auditors; the instructor's approval is required prior
to registration. No credits will be
granted for audited courses. Fees
required are half of the normal
fees.

REGISTRATION:
SPRING EVENING
SESSION
Courses will be selected at the
time of registration. Please bring
your "Offer of Admission" with
you.
Note: Students registering in two
classes this session must register
on Monday, April 29.
Location: Physical Education
Complex.
Date: Monday, April 29 for
courses offered on Monday and
Wednesday evenings.
Tuesday, April 30 for
courses offered on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
Times: Surname
A - D 3:30 - 4:00 pm
E - H 4:00 - 4:30 pm
I - L 4:30 - 5:00 pm
M - R 5:00 - 5:30 pm
S - Z 5:30 - 6:00 pm

REGISTRATION:
SUMMER DAY
SESSION
Courses will be selected at the
time of registration. Please bring
your "Offer of Admission" with
you.
Note: Students registering for
classes which commence at 8 am,
Monday, July 8, are advised to
go to their first class and then to
register. All other students are
asked to register prior to their
first class.
Location: Physical Education
Complex.
Date: Monday, July 8.
Time: 10 am to I :30 pm

DATES TO REMEMBER
Spring Evening Session classes
begin: Monday, April 29 and
Tuesday, April 30.

I
II

I
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Sumnier Day Session classes
begin: Monday, July 8.
Final examinations in Spring
Evening Session for "A"

courses, progress examinations
for full and "C" courses:
Friday, May 31 and Saturday,
June I.

Final examinations in Spring
Evening Session for full, "B"
and "C" courses: Friday, July
5 and Saturday, July 6.
Final examinations in Summer
Day Session for '~" courses
and progress examinations for
full and "C" courses: Friday,
July 26 and Saturday, July 27.

Final examinations in Summer
Day Session for full, "B" and
"C" courses: Friday, August 16
and Saturday, August 17.

FEES
Canadian citizens:
Fee per full course: $255.00
Fee per half course: $127.50
Fee per course audited: half of
regular fee
Senior citizens: Fees for regular
or audit courses are waived in
the case of students who are age
60 or over. However, a $5 administrative charge is payable.
Others: Students studying at
Brock who are not Canadian
citizens, landed immigrants,
foreign students sponsored by
CIDA, or who do not have
diplomatic privileges, are required to pay the following fees.
Please note that "in-program
visa students" refers to those
students who are not Canadian
citizens and who have completed
at least 2.5 courses prior to
September, 1982. "New visa
students" refers to students who
are not Canadian citizens and
who have not completed 2.5
courses prior to September,
1982.
Fee per full course (in-program
visa student): $473.00
Fee per full course (new visa
student): $846.00
Late registration fee: A late fee
of $25.00 is chargeable to any
student who registers after the
official registration date.

Fee refunds: Students should
note that refunds for withdrawal
from courses are calculated from
the first day of classes. Inquiries
concerning fees should be addressed to the Finance Office,
Schmon Tower, room 1012.

FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE
Students in part time degree programs may be eligible for financia! assistance through the
Ontario Student Awards Program. For applications, eligibility
requirements and information
about other sources of financial
assistance, please contact the
Student Awards Office, Thistle
271A, 688-5550, ext. 3253.

OTHER IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
Students who are applying for
admission to part time studies
for degree or certificate credit,
are advised to consult the current University calendar for
detailed information concerning:
degree requirements, academic
counselling, registration and
withdrawal, attendance, evaluation, examinations, academic
standing, number of attempts,
extra courses, replacement grades
and repeated courses, honors
standing terminology, grades,
challenge for credit, appeals,
plagiarism, holding of two
degrees.
For further information, contact
the Registrar's Office, Brock
University, St. Catharines,
Ontario L2S 3Al. Telephone
(416) 688-5550, ext. 3431, or the
Part Time Programs Office,
(416) 688-5550, ext. 3249.

LEGEND
TBA

instructor to be
announced
half course
he
half course, first half
A
of session (April 29 to
May 31 in Spring Evening Session; July 8 to
July 26 in Summer Day
Session)
half course, second half
B
of session (June 3 to
July 5 in Spring Evening
Session; July 29 to
August 16 in Summer
Day Session)
half course, spread over
c
the entire session (April
29 to July 5 in Spring
Evening Session; July 8
to August 16 in Sumnm
Day Session)
offered during the entire
full
course session (April 29 to July
5 in Spring Evening
Session; July 8 to
August 16 in Summer
Day Session)

ST
CE
MC
PE

TH
TBS

Artlfur Schmon Tower
College of Education
Mackenzie Education
Complex
Physical Education
Complex
Thistle Complex
room to be scheduled

Notes:
Courses which have seminars,
tutorials and/ or labs may start
at 6 pm. Times may be assigned
at registration or during the first
lecture.
Spring Evening Session course
room locations will be
distributed at registration.
Summer Day Session course
locations are listed in this
brochure at the end of each
course description.
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SPRING
IVINING
COUHSI

SCHOOl OF
ADMINISTRATIVE
STUDIES
ACCOUNTING

trot; interim and financial statement audits.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 353hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Edds/lues, Tburs 9·12 am
Starts May 2

AClG 253A
Introduction to financial
accounting
(formerly offered as ADMI
253hc)
An introduction to the fundamental concepts of financial accounting as related to the
balance sheet, income statement,
and statement of changes in financial position. A study of the
problems of income determination, asset and equity measurements, and analysis of financial
statements.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 253hc.)
Lectures.
Young/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm or
Young/lues, lhurs 6-9 pm

AClG 356A
Intermediate fmancial accounting I
(formerly offered as ADMI
356hc)
(formerly part of ADMI 350)
This is the first semester of intermediate financial accounting.
A study of the objectives of
financial statements, including
the theoretical measurement of
income as well as the accounting
measurement and disclosure of
assets.
Prerequisite: ACTG(ADMI)
253hc/254hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 350 or 356hc.)
Lectures.
Hanna/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm
Starts May 2 or
Hanna/lues, lhurs 7-10 pm

AClG 2548
Introduction to management
accounting
(formerly offered as ADMI
254hc)
An introduction to accounting
for managerial decision-making,
including relevant data, various
cost accounting systems, and
break-even analysis.
Prerequisite: ACTG(ADMI)
25lhc or 253hc.
(Not open to students with
ADMI 254hc credit.)
Lectures.
Young/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm or
Young/lues, lhurs 6-9 pm

AClG 357 B
Intermediate financial accounting II
(formerly offered as ADMI
357hc)
(formerly part of ADMI 350)
An intermediate financial accounting course which considers
measurement and reporting prob!ems relating to liabilities and
equities and an examination of
alternative accounting models.
Prerequisite: ACTO 356hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 350 or 357hc.)
Lectures.
Hanna/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm or
Hanna/lues, lhurs 7-10 pm

AClG 353A
External auditing I
(formerly offered as ADMI
353hc)
This is the first semester of two
dealing with external auditing
(public accounting). It covers the
following: the role of public accounting; professional and legal
responsibilities of public accountants; audit evidence; principles
and evaluation of external con-

FINANCE
FNCE 392A
Introduction to finance I
(formerly offered as ADMI
392hc)
The role of the finance function
in the business environment is
introduced. Students are exposed
to criteria used in making investment decisions, risk concepts,

and the valuation of assets.
Specific topics include: financial
analysis, forecasting, and
leverage; the theory of interest;
valuation and capital budgeting.
Prerequisites: ECON 190 or
19Ihc/192hc, MATH 198hc,
ACTG(ADMI) 253hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 392hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Butko/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm
Starts May 2 or
Butko/lues, lhurs 6·9 pm
FNCE 393 B
Introduction to finance II
(formerly offered as ADMI
393hc)
Drawing upon· the material
covered in FNCE (ADMI)
392hc, students are introduced to
criteria used in financing decisions. Specific topics include: the
cost of various sources of capital,
hybrid securities, capital structure, dividends, leasing, and
working capital.
Prerequisite: FNCE(ADMI)
392hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 393hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Butko/lues, lhurs 1-4 pm or
Welsh/lues, lhurs 7-10 pm

MANAGEMENT
MGMl 192A
Introduction to management
(formerly offered as ADMI
192hc)
The role of the manager within
the organization is examined,
with particular emphasis on the
basic functions of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and
controlling.
Prerequisite: MGMT(ADMI)
19lhc or permission of
instructor.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 192hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
levanoni/Mon, Wed, Fri 9-12 am
Starts May 3 or
levanoni/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
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MGMT 240B
Commercial law
(formerly offered as ADMI
240hc)
An introduction to the basic
legal considerations for the
business organization.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 240hc.)
Lectures.
Donnelly/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
MGMT 320
Public administration
(also offered as PO LI 351)
(formerly offered as ADMI 320)
A study of the theory and practice of public administration,
with particular reference to
Canada.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 320.)
Lectures, seminar.
Brooks/Moo, Wed 7-10 pm
MGMT 481
Business po6cy
(formerly offered as ADMI 481)
An integration of work done in
the first three years of the program. The functional areas of
business as they affect policymaking are viewed from the level
of top management.
Prerequisites: ACTG(ADMI)
254hc, MGMT(ADMI) 320,
MKTG(ADMI) 322hc/324hc,
MGMT(ADMI) 341hc; ADMI
340hc or MGMT(ADMI) 342hc,
FNCE(ADMI) 392hc/393hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 481.)
Lectures, seminar, case
discussions.
Brooks/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

MARKETING
. MKTG 322A
Basic marketing
(formerly offered as ADMI
322hc)
This course is an introduction to
the marketing process. It deals
with. the role of marketing in
society, environmental factors affecting the marketing process,
consumer behavior, and the
unique features of the Canadian
market.

Prerequisite: MGMT(ADMI)
19lhc/192hc or permission of the
instructor.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 322hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Vannopoulos/Mon, Wed, Fri 1·3 pm
Starts May 3 or
Vannopoulos/Mon, Wed 6-9 pm
MKTG 324B
Marketing management
(formerly offered as ADMI
324hc)
An introduction to management
of the marketing process. Each
of the elements of the marketing
mix is examined in detail along
with their interrelationships.
Prerequisite: MKTG(ADMI)
322hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 324hc.)
Lectures, seminar, case
discussions.
TBA1Mon, Wed 1-3 pm or
TBA/Mon, Wed 6-9 pm

BIOCHEMISTRY
BCHM 399A
Special topics in biochemistry
A lecture/seminar course in
which a student may explore
areas not represented by existing
courses. The subject area of this
course may not overlap with that
of BIOL 490/491, BIOL 492, or
any Year 3, Year 4, or graduate
course in biology/biochemistry.
Under certain circumstances a
student may carry out, under
faculty supervision, a detailed
study of the scientific literature
pertinent to a specific topic. The
results of this study will be
presented in a major essay and
as a formal seminar.
Permission of supervising instructor and chairman of the department is required for enrolment in
this course.
Faculty /Dept.

BIOLOGY
BIOL 295
Bioethics, an enquiry into
selected issues

(also offered as PHIL 295)
An interdisciplinary course focusing on important issues from the
areas of biology and medicine
which give rise to moral dilemmas and value conflicts. Topics
to be considered depend in part
on student interest, but may inelude reproductive interventions,
transplantation and the allocation of scarce medical resources,
the control of human behavior,
consent for treatment, lifestyle
choices, and death and dying.
No previous background in
biology or philosophy is
necessary. This course may not
count as a major course in
biology or in biology combined
major programs. It may serve as
an elective for biology majors.
Prerequisite: permission of an
instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
Nathan, Ursino/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
BIOL 364C
Introductory insect biology
A general course designed to introduce the student to the study
of insects. Familiarity with insects will be gained through field
and laboratory exercises and leetures covering morphology, physiology, evolution, ecology,
social behavior, and harmful and
beneficial aspects of the insects.
Prerequisite: BIOL 190 or permission of instructor.
(Not open to students with BIOL
296hc credit.)
Lectures.
Cade/Tues 6-8 pm1
Lab fii'St term 8-10 pm
BIOL 371 C
Ontario universities field biology
course
In cooperation with Carleton,
Queen's and York universities,
the department of biological
sciences participates in a series
of one and two week field
courses at established field stations in Algonquin Park, the
Gatineau Hills region and Lake
Opinicon. Each 'course is a
separate unit and may include
students from all participating
universities. Among the units

offered are: ecology of bird
reproduction, ecology of fish reproduction, ecology of aquatic
plants, ecology of aquatic invertebrates, limnology, ecology
of fishes, marsh ecology, ecology
of litter fauna, terrestrial plant
ecology, forest ecology, forest
ecosystems, winter ecology. The
number of units offered will vary
from year to year, but those
available will normally be scheduled in late August or early
September. Two one-week or one
two-week unit will constitute the
equivalent of one half course.
Registrants will be expected to
defray their own travel, subsistence and other expenses.
Prerequisite: BIOL 203.
Registration must be made by
January 15 with W.H. Cade,
M.D. Dickman or R.D. Morris
Faculty /Dept.
BIOL 372C
Ontario universities field ecology
course
(see BIOL 371 he for course
description)
May not be taken until BIOL
371hc has been completed.
Prerequisite: BIOL 203.
Faculty /Dept.
BIOL 398C
Special topics in biology
A lecture/seminar course in
which a student may explore
areas not represented by existing
courses. The subject area of this
course may not overlap with that
of BIOL 490/491, BIOL 492, or
any Year 3, Year 4, or graduate
course in biology.
Under certain circumstances, a
student may carry out, under
faculty supervision, a detailed
study of the scientific literature
pertinent to a specific topic. The
results of this study will be
presented as a major essay and
as a formal seminar.
Permission of supervising instructor and chairman of the department is required for enrolment in
this course.
Faculty /Dept.
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CHEMISTRY
SCIE 120
Science, its growth and
consequences
For the non-science major. In
the first term this course traces
the history and development of
Western and non-Western science
and technology. The second term
will focus on the environmental
social, political and philosophic~!
co_nse~uences of 20th century
scientific and technological activities and on implications for
the future of modern science.
Topics will include nuclear
weapons and power, energy
crisis, plastics, detergents
pesticides, herbicides, dr~gs,
food additives, steroids waste
disposal and pollution.'
Lectures, seminars.
Cherniak/Mon, Wed 6-9 Pm

CHILD STUDIES
CHST 350
Focus on early childhood
education
(also offered as EDUC 350)
This course will involve the
study of several models of teaching derived from theories of
learning and child development
related to specific areas of curriculum. The models will be evaluated in relation to developmental
theory and practicality in the
classroom.
Prerequisites: CHST 210 (PSYC
210), EDUC 301.
Lectures, seminar, classroom
observation.
Laboratories as required.
Richards/Tues: Thurs 7-10 pm
CHST 383
Advanced topics in social
development
(also offered as PSYC 383)
(formerly offered as CHST 392)
Social competence, continuity
and change in social behavior
and the relationship between '
social cognition and behavior
will be examined from a variety
of developmental perspectives.
Students will explore specific
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topics in social development including aggression, attachment
altruism, popularity, moral '
development and social problem
solving. Methodological issues
relevant to the study of social interaction will also be examined.
Prerequisite: CHST 210 (PSYC
210).
(Not open to students with credit
in CHST 392.)
Lectures, seminar.
Krasnar1Tues, Thurs 6-9 pm
CHST 388A
The psychology of reeding
(also offered as PSYC 388hc)
A study of the psychological
processes involved in beginning
and skilled reading. Current
theories of reading will be
presented and evaluated in the
light ~f current research findings.
Theones of reading disability
and prospects for remediation
will also briefly be considered.
Recommended background:
PSYC 290 or 308 or 311.
Prerequisite: PSYC 190, and one
of MATH 192 or PSYC 223 or
SOCI 230 (may be taken concurrently).
Lectures, seminar.
Mitterer/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
CHST 389 B
Psychology of computers in
education
(also offered as PSYC 389hc)
A study of current and potential
uses of computers in education
will be carried out in light of
current theories of child develop~ent. The emphasis is upon putting the use of computers in
education on firm theoretical and
empirical footing.
Recommended background:
PSYC 290 or 308 or 311.
NOTE: This is not a computer
programming course.
Prerequisite: MATH 192 or
PSYC 223 or SOCI 230 (may be
taken concurrently).
Lectures, seminar.
Mitterer/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

CLASSICS
CLAS 191 A
Greek civHization
(formerly part of CLAS 190)
A survey of the literature art
thought and political evoiutio~
of ancient Greece, based on
masterworks of classical literature. Slides are used to illustrate
classical history and archaeology.
(Not open to students with credit
in CLAS 190.)
Soady/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
CLAS 192C
Roman civilization
(formerly part of CLAS 190)
A survey of the literature art
thought and political evoiutio~
of ancient Rome, based on
masterworks of classical literature. Slides are used to illustrate
classical history and archaeology.
(Not open to students with credit
in CLAS 190.)
Casler1Wed 6-9 pm
ClAS 193A
Culture and civilization of central
Europe: from the prehistoric to
the Carolingian period
(given in English)
(also offered as GERM 193hc)
This survey of the cultural
development of central Europe
deals with the earliest stone and
pottery cultures, the Bronze and
Iron Ages, the Celts and
Romans and the first Germanic
kingdoms. The emphasis is
placed on beliefs and practices
artistic style and architecture. '
Slides are used to illustrate the
cultural evidence.
(Not open to students with credit
in GERM 195.)
Lectures.
Schutz/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
CLAS 330A
Historical linguistics
(formerly offered as CLAS 420)
A survey of the developments of
ancient writing systems (hieroglyphs, syllabaries and alphabets) into the modern scripts
with emphasis on Egyptian
h_ieroglyphs, cuneiform, Phoenician, and the Greek and Latin

alphabets. Also a study of
change, the comparative method, and reconstruction
of ancient languages.
Prerequisite: one of the following
GERM 100, GREE 100
LATI 100, LING/Sod 194
PSYC 308, REST(HEBR) 100,
RUSS 100, SANS 100.
(Not open to students with credit
in CLAS 420.)
Casler/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
l~nguage

COMMUNICATIONS
COMM 224
Canadian popular culture
(also offered as FILM 224)
A critical survey of the mass
media in €anada. Studies in the
popular arts, with special
reference to the ways in which
institutions (e.g. CBC, NFB) and
selected artists identify and
express a Canadian cultural
imagination.
Lectures, seminar.
Stukator1Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
COMM 308
language and communication
(also offered as PSYC 308)
Psychological processes involved
in language and communication
including the study of meaning,
language development in
c_hild~en, language and thought,
hstenmg, as well as special interest topics such as bilingualism
and written language.
Lectures, seminar.
Preston1Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm

COMPUTER SCIENCE
cosc 200
Computer organization and
assembly language programming
(formerly offered as COSC 202hc
and 212hc)
Basic computer structure. Introduction to machine language
programming. Introduction to
computer logic: basic functions
logic gates, minimization tech- '
niques, flip-flops, registers,
counters, decoders encoders
multiplexers and PLAS. The'
central processing unit. The con-

trol unit, microprogramming.
Arithmetic unit. Main memory.
InpuUOutput. Peripherals.
Assembly language programming
for a specific computer (currently
the VAX-Il); macros and expansion; linkers and loaders.
Prerequisites: COSC 104hc and
MATH 165.
(Not open to students with credit
in COSC 202hc, 212hc or
221hc.)
Lectures, lab.
Thomas/Toes, Thurs 7-10 pm/
plus lab
COSC 203C
Advanced data structures
An in-depth discussion of advanced data structures and an
introduction to database systems.
The implementation and usage of
the data structures is emphasized. Topics include: trees,
graphs, advanced list structures,
introduction to database system
concepts.
Prerequisite: COSC 104hc and
MATH 165.
Lectures, lab.
Hughes/Mon 7-10 pm/plus lab
COSC 204C
File processing with COBOL
(formerly offered as COSC
206hc)
An introduction to standard
BDP file processing techniques
with emphasis on their implementation in COBOL. Topics inelude: the COBOL programming
language, sequential, indexedsequential and direct file organizations, master/transaction processing, indexed and direct file
update.
Prerequisite: COSC 104hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in COSC 206hc.)
Lectures, lab.
McCarthy/Wed 7-10 pm/plus lab
COSC 332C
Database management
(formerly offered as COSC
342hc)
Review of data structures and
data management. Database
modeling including the
CODASYL and relational
models. Database processing; im-
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plementation and administration.
Distributed databases: communication, management, data distribution, synchronization.
Prerequisite: COSC 203hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in COSC 342hc.)
Lectures.
Radue/Mon 7-10 pm/plus lab

cosc 407 c
Computing project I
(formerly offered as COSC
399hc)
A half-year project course under
the supervision of a faculty
member from the department.
Prerequisite: COSC 300(390).
A prospective student is advised
to select a supervisor and a project in consultation with the
department, and have the choice
approved by the project course
coordinator at least two weeks
prior to registration in the
course.
Faculty /Dept.
COSC 497C
Computing topics II
(formerly offered as COSC
491hc)
Selected topics in computer
science and information processing. A list of the topics for the
current offering is available from
the department chairman two
weeks prior to registration.
(Not open to students with credit
in COSC 491hc.)
Prerequisite: permission of the
instructor.
Barchanski/Tues 7-10 pm
COSC 498C
Computing project II
A half-year project course under
the supervision of a faculty
member from the department.
Prerequisite: COSC 407hc.
A prospective student is advised
to select a supervisor and a project in consultation with the
department, and have the choice
approved by the project course
coordinator at least two weeks
prior to registration in the
course.
Thomas/Dept.

ECONOMICS
ECON 191 A
Principles of microeconomics
(formerly part of ECON 190)
An introduction to the study of
microeconomics. Topics include
the nature of economics, the
price system, demand, production and cost, markets and pricing, factor pricing and the
distribution of income.
(Not open to students with a
credit in ECON 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
ECON 192 B
Principles of macroeconomics
(formerly part of ECON 190)
An introduction to the study of
macroeconomics. Topics include
the nature of economics, the
determination and control of
national income, money, banking
and monetary policy, macroeconomic policy and the balance of
payments.
(Not open to students with a
credit in ECON 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
ECON 202
Macroeconomics
A study of Keynesian and
classical macroeconomic theory
as well as selected topics in
money and banking; e.g., techniques of monetary policy, banking, theory, financial intermediation.
Prerequisite: ECON 191hc/
192hc.
(Not open to students with
ECON 203, 251hc, or 252hc
credit.)
Lectures.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
ECON 290C
Economic statistics
Hypothesis testing; estimation;
simple and multiple regression
analysis; correlation; multicollinearity; heteroskedasticity;
auto-correlation; errors in
variables.
Prerequisite: MATH 192, 198hc,
or equivalent; ECON 191hc/

192hc.
(Not open to mathematics
majors, or students who have
taken or are taking MATH
292hc or 296.)
TBA/Tues 7·10 pm
ECON 303
Money and banking
Topics include the flow of funds,
a detailed analysis of the demand
for, and supply of, money, the
level and structure of interest
rates, the behavior of financial
institutions and issues in
monetary policy.
Prerequisite: ECON 202 or
251 hc/252hc.
Lectures.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION
EDUC 301
The process of teaching
An introduction to the study of
teacher behavior through a
systematic exploration of the
assumptions, educational purposes, teaching strategies, curricular designs and materials,
and the social and psychological
theory underlying selected
models of teaching. The course
will involve the student in a
critical examination of the alternate patterns upon which
teachers may model their behavior. Students will be required
to familiarize themselves with
current educational concepts and
recent literature in the field.
Lectures, seminar.
Novak/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
EDUC 350
Focus on early chHdhood
education
(also offered as CHST 350)
This course will involve the
study of several models of
teaching derived from theories of
learning and child development
related to specific areas of curriculum. The models will be
evaluated in relation to
developmental theory and practicality in the classroom.
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Recommended prerequisites:
. PSYC(CHST) 210, EDUC 301.
Lectures, seminar, ~lassroom
observation.
Laboratories as required.
Richards/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm

Prerequisite: score of 80 or
above on the English language
placement test or successful completion of Level II spoken
English.
Seminars, language lab.
TBA/Wed 7-10 pm/plus lab

EDUC 399
Advanced project in educational
studies

(formerly EDUC 495)
A course designed chiefly for
students enrolled in the Bachelor
of Education program Route III.
Students will complete a major
assignment in one of several
areas, such as curriculum development, experimental education, innovations in education,
or the social and philosophical
foundations of education.
Prerequisite: approval of the
department of Graduate and
Undergraduate Studies in
Education.
(Not open to students with
EDUC 495 credit.)
Bennett/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

ENGLISH AS A
SECOND lANGUAGE
EASl140 C
Spoken EngHsh for ESl students

This course stresses the importance of seminar participation at
Brock University. In order to
help the student properly define
and evaluate the practice of
communication and intonation, a
study of essential idioms and
academic roleplays is undertaken. An awareness of and flexibility towards using appropriate
communication methods in different contexts is developed
through varied use of structure,
vocabulary and organization.
(Normally this course is open
only to first year students whose
native tongue is not English and
who have not had their secondary schooling in English. In
special cases, other students may
be enrolled in this course with
the permission of the director of
the Centre for English Language
Programs. No challenges for
credit will be accepted for EASL
courses.)
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EASl143 C
Written EngUsh for ESl students

This course will help the student
refine library research techniques, complete an academically
acceptable term paper with stepby-step help and improve writing
skills for academic and professional purposes. Grammatical
structures will be examined and
in-class writing assignments
undertaken in order to meet the
specific writing requirements of
each group and to explore the
various types of discourse.
(Normally this course is open
only to first year students whose
native tongue is not English and
who have not had their secondary schooling in English. In
special cases, other students may
be enrolled in this course with
the permission of the director of
the Centre for English Language
Programs. No challenges for
credit will be accepted for EASL
courses.)
Prerequisite: score of 80 or
above on the English language
placement test or successful completion of Level II written
English.
Lectures.
Siveii/Mon, Wed, fri 11-12 am or
Kaethler/Mon 7-10 pm

ENGLISH lANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
ENGl199
language of science, social
science and literature

A course for the non-humanities
student. A study of imaginative
literature (poetry, fiction, essays)
and of selected writings in the
sciences and social sciences.
Special attention to student's
writing.
Lectures, seminar.
Smoi/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

ENGL 210
Young people's literature

(formerly EXST 195)
The critical study of children's
fiction and poetry from the past
to the present. Fairy tales, fantasy, adventure, realistic and
problem novels, animal stories
and fables are explored as works
of art in relation to the themes
and concerns of literature for
young people.
(Not open to students who have
taken EXST 195 or 211.)
Lectures, seminar.
Green/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
ENGl240
Restoration and eighteenth
century literature

Literature of the age of wit and
satire (Dryden, Pope, Swift) and
of the age of sensibility (Gray,
Collins, Cowper, Burns); includes drama, poetry, prose.
Lectures, seminar.
fems/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
ENGl 321
Milton and the seventeenth
century

The literature of the late
Renaissance in England, from
Donne and Jonson to Marvell
and Browne, including all of
Milton's major works.
Lectures, seminar.
lye/Tues, Thurs 6-9 pm

FINE ARTS
Drama
DRAM 310
Shakespeare

(formerly offered as DRAM 296)
A critical study of Shakespeare's
works in their literary and
theatrical context. Available for
credit as ENOL 297. Offered in
alternate years; not available in
1985/86.
(Not open to students with credit
in DRAM 296, DRAM 397,
ENOL 296, ENOL 297.)
Lectures, seminar, additional
workshop time as required.
Cox/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

film
FilM 224
Canadian popular culture

(also offered as COMM 224)
(formerly offered as DRAM 224)
A critical survey of the mass
media in Canada. Studies in the
popular arts, with special
reference to the ways in which
institutions (e.g. CBC, NFB) and
selected artists identify and express a Canadian cultural imagination.
(Not open to students with credit
in DRAM 224.)
Lectures, seminar.
Stukator/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

EXTRADEPARTMENTAL
STUDIES
EXST 192
Women's studies

An analysis of the role of
women in societies as manifested
in customs, literature, and
historic roles. An attempt will be
made to develop a theoretical
framework to evaluate critically
the existing situation.
Lectures, seminar.
Khosla/Tues. Thurs 6:30-9:30 pm

fine Arts
FINA 216
Introduction to theatre administration

Practical problems in the operation of a professional theatre,
dance or music company in
Canada. Topics will include
basic administration and bookkeeping, the role of boards of
directors, complexities of provincial and national grant systems,
publicity and promotion techniques, principles of staffing, tax
and copyright regulations, and
the mechanics of touring in
Canada and abroad.

Lectures, seminars.
lllolan/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

Music
MUSI110
Introduction to music
A course in basic musical
literacy in which students will be
introduced to the theoretical and
historical aspects of music. The
emphasis will be on the development of written skills and the examination of musical forms and
styles.
(Not open to music majors for
credit or those who have credit
in MUSI 190. Not open to
students who have Royal Conservatory Grade II rudiments or
equivalent.)
Lectures.
Hayes/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm
MUSI 355
Contemporary music in Europe,
the U.S.A. and Canada since
1945
(formerly offered as MUSI
353hc/354hc)
Principle trends, works and composers since 1945 in Europe, the
U.S.A. and Canada.
Prerequisite: permission of the
department.
(Not open to students with credit'
in MUSI 353hc/354hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

Theatre
THEA 201
Introduction to mime
The fundamentals of mime technique, including illusionary
mime, slapstick, pantomime,
maskwork and acting in silent
situations. The course aims to
provide a practical and theoretical understanding of non-verbal
theatre.
Prerequisite: THEA 199 or permission of the instructor.
Lectures, workshops, additional
production and rehearsal time as
required.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

Visual Arts
VISA 195
Foundation studio
(formerly offered as FINA 201)
A studio course in the principles
of composition and design which
form the basis of all visual art.
Form, structure, space, line,
c~lor, proportion, rhythm, etc.,
will be explored, using a variety
of drawing and modelling
materials. A lab fee of $45.00
will be charged. Students must
supply their own materials.
Prerequisite: a portfolio must be
submitted before registration
unless the student already has
credit for VISA 192(202).
(Not open to students with credit
in FINA 201.)
Lectures, studio work.
Ducornet/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm
VISA 220
The aesthetics of photography
The history of photography from
its beginnings to current technological innovations; the principles
of critical analysis and the
theory of photography.
Prerequisite: VISA(FINA) 191 or
permission of the instructor.
Lectmes, seminar, lab.
TBA/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
VISA 295
Special studies in the visual arts
Studies in a specialized area of
the visual arts. Spring, 1985
topic: The art of clay - the
history and the practice of the
art of clay, including the basic
techniques of forming, glazing
and firing. A lab fee of $45.00 is
charged.
Prerequisite: VISA 191; VISA
192 or 195; or permission of the
instructor.
Lectures, studio work.
Ducornet/Tues, Thurs 6-10 pm

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG 191
Principles of physical geography
A study of the interactions of atmosphere, soils, vegetation and
landforms occurring at the sur-

face of the earth. The development of natural environments
and their impact upon man and
his activities.
Lectures, labs/seminars.
Tinkler, Shaw/lues, Thurs 6-10 pm
GEOG 2028
Principles of economic geography
An introduction to the principles
and processes underlying the
p~tterns of the agricultural,
mmeral resource, manufacturing
and transportation systems and
of regional economic disparity.
Prerequisite: GEOG 190 or 192
or permission of the instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
Mcl\leii/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm
GEOG 209A
Principles of biogeography
Introduction to the principles of
biogeography. Autoecological
aspects of soils and plants including man's impact at all
scales. Study of the patterns of
soils and plants and their explanation. Soil and vegetation
systems.
Prerequisite: GEOG 191 or 192
or permission of the instructor.
Lectures, labs.
Menzies/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm
GEOG 291 A
Geography of Canada
The analysis of factors underlying the development of Canada's
distinctive regions, with emphasis
on its major metropolitan areas
. and areas of '
resource regiOns,
decline.
Prerequisite: none.
Lectures, seminar.
Gayler/Tues. Thurs 6-10 pm

GEOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
GEOL190
Introduction to geology
The principles of geological
thought; geology as a science;
geological processes; major earth
structures; geological time; fossils
and their significance; applications of geology for the benefit

of man; the relationship of the
earth and man's physical environment to human lifestyles.
This course is intended for
students in the humanities and
social sciences who lack science
and mathematics beyond grade
11; but students demonstrating
exceptional performance in the
course may, at the discretion of
the department, proceed to Year 2.
A non-refundable lab fee of $10
is collected at the beginning of
the term.
Lectures, labs and local field
trips.
Grant/Mon, Wed 7-11 pm
GEOL 399 C
Field geology
The application of the principles
of geology to the collection and
reduction of geological data in
the field. Will be held at a field
camp. Maps and reports will be
compiled.
Field camp fee: $250.
Prerequisites: completion of all
Year I and Year 2 requirements
in geology and permission of the
department.
This course is normally taken at
the end of Year 3 and is a
prerequisite for all students
entering Year 4 of any geology
program.
Faculty/Dept.

GERMANIC AND
SLAVIC STUDIES

GERMAN
GERM 100
Language [Introductory)
Learning of basic skills, conversational patterns, reading ability.
Emphasis is on the spoken
language, language laboratory,
films, records, tapes.
Language laboratory.
MacRae/Mon. Wed 7-10 pm
GERM 193A
Culture and civi6zation of central
Europe: from the prehistoric to
the Carolingian period
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(given in English)
(also offered as CLAS 193hc)
(formerly offered as part of
GERM 195)
This survey of the cultural
development of central Europe
deals with the earliest stone and
pottery cultures, the Bronze and
Iron Ages, the Celts and
Romans and the first Germanic
kingdoms. The emphasis is placed
on beliefs and practices, artistic
style and architecture. Slides are
used to illustrate the cultural
evidence.
(Not open to students with credit
in GERM 195.)
Lectures.

tion depicting extreme behavior
patterns, psychological disorder
and mental illness, such as
escapism, addiction, multiple
personality, madness, fixed idea,
violence, behavior in war and
concentration camp.
Prerequisite: five full university
credits.
Lectures, seminar.

Schutz/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm

A study of the fall and division
of Europe, stressing the effect of
competing ideologies, two great
wars, and economic turmoil on
political, social and cultural
affairs. Some of the problems
discussed include Stalin's Russia,
the Nazi movement, the Holocaust, the Gaullist phenomenon,
and the Prague Spring of 1968.

GERM 1948
Culture and civilization of central
Europe: the Holy Roman Empire

(given in English)
(formerly offered as part of
GERM 195)
Forms of cultural expression in
central Europe from the foundation of the Ottonian Empire to
the Counterreformation. An illustrated survey of the arts,
architecture and literature.
(Not open to students with credit
in GERM 195.)
Lectures.
Schutz/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
GERM 200
language (intermediate Ill

(also offered in Freiburg,
1985-86)
Intensive study of the presentday German language and
cultural backgmund with the aim
of increasing the level of the
skills of communicating.
Lectures with extensive use of
the language laboratory.
MichielsenlMon, Wed 7-10 pm

RUSSIAN
RUSS 291
Special topics in Russian studies

(given in English)
Topic for 1985-86: psychological
aberration and deviant behavior
in literature. Analysis of several
Russian literary works in transla-
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HollosilMon, Wed 7-10 pm

HISTORY
HIST 252C
Europe from ruin to recovery:
1914-1972

Taylor/lues 7-10 pm
HIST 395
The development of United
States foreign policy

A survey of United States
foreign policy from the American
Revolution to the present, concentrating on the interaction of
domestic and foreign affairs and
on the development of territorial,
economic and commercial expansion.
Lectures, seminar.
Drake/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm
HIST 398 B
French Canada

A study of the cultural,
economic and political institutions of French Canada as a
means of analyzing the sources
of French-English conflict, with
emphasis upon such questions as
education, cultural values, imperial defense and conscription.
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

MATHEMATICS
MATH 112A
Introductory linear algebra

The real and complex fields;
systems of linear equations; basic
matrix operations; matrix inversion; determinants, characteristic
equations, eigenvalues and
eigenvectors; special classes of
matrices (orthogonal, symmetric,
unitary, Hermitian, etc.);
diagonalization.
Prerequisite: two grade 13
mathematics credits (a third
grade 13 credit is strongly
recommended).
Lectures, tutorial.
Chang/lues, Thurs 6-10 pm
MATH 160 C
Mathematics for administrative
studies

Elementary probability with
finite sample spaces, counting
theorems, notation and operations of set theory, applications
of probability (independent
events, binomial experiments,
elements of decision theory,
Bayes theorem); properties of the
real number line, absolute
values, solution sets of equalities
and inequalities, elements of
linear programming; arithmetic
and geometric series, interest,
annuities, bonds, mortgages,
sinking funds; relations, functions, and graphing; polynomial,
logarithmic, and exponential
functions; introduction to linear
algebra - systems of linear
equations, vector and matrix
notation, solution by elimination, determinants.
Prerequisite: permission of the
department.
Lectures, tutorial.
AuerlThurs 6-10 pm
MATH 165
Mathematics for computer
science

· Designed for students in computer science. This course
primarily concerns the development, analysis and application of
algorithms in basic discrete
mathematics, elementary mathematicallogic, mathematical in-

duction, combinatorial analysis,
discrete probability models,
graphs and trees, recursion,
limiting procedures and summation, and difference equations. It
concludes with an introduction
to the theory of automata.
Prerequisite: one grade 13
mathematics credit with a
minimum grade of 650Jo or
higher.
Lectures.
JenkynslTues, Thurs 7-10 pm
MATH 194C
Integral calculus for science
students

Systematic integration and
definite integrals, with applications. Partial differentiation,
simple extremal problems,
Lagrange multipliers, simple
first-order differential equations;
series and Taylor series; introduction to determinants and
matrices; complex numbers and
DeMoivre's theorem; simple
vector algebra; double and triple
integrals, including applications
and transformation of coordinates.
Prerequisite: MATH 193hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in MATH 100 or 195hc.)
Lectures, tutorial.
BelllMon 6-10 pm
MATH 198C
Basic statistical methods

Designed for students of administrative studies, biological
sciences, economics, geological
sciences, physical education and
urban and environmental studies.
Descriptive statistics; probability;
estimation; hypothesis testing;
non-parametric tests; Normal,
x2, t and F distributions, means
and variance tests; regression
and correlation.
Prerequisite: grade 12 mathematics or permission of the
department.
(Not open to students with credit
in any university statistics course
i.e., MATH 192, MATH 296,
ECON 290hc, PSYC 223, SOCI
230.)
Lectures, tutorial.
YeelThurs 6-10 pm

MATH 260A
Introductory operations research
Designed for students in administrative studies. Project
management: CPM, PERT.
Linearm programming: formulation, graphical solution, simplex
method, duality, examples.
Special LP problems: transportation assignment. The two-player
zero~sum game, and the minimax theorem. Elements of decision theory: utility, Bayesian
models, branch-and-bound
methods. Inventory models:
EOQ and generalizations.
Queueing theory.
Prerequisites: MATH 197hc/
198hc or equivalents.
Lectures, tutorial.
· Muller/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm

PHILOSOPHY
PHIL194A
Introduction to philosophy:
problems and positions
A survey of some main problems
of philosophy under a systematic
aspect. Among the problems of
the main traditions of philosophy
(Greek, Indian/Chinese, early
modern and contemporary) are:
the nature of man, personal
identity, the existence of God,
illusion and reality, human
knowledge, freedom and necessity, moral responsibility, personal identity.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHIL 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
Sinha/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
PHIL196 B
Consciousness and the world
order
An introduction to philosophy
by way of a special problem in
the theory of knowledge, this
course focuses on the role of the
conscious mind in determining
the way we understand ourselves
and the world around us. May
include an Eastern (Indian or
Chinese) component.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHIL 190,)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm

PHIL 201
The history of Western
philosophy 1: the birth of
philosophy
A study of the beginnings of
Western civilization in the
thought of the great sages of
ancient Greece. These early
philosophers set Western civilization on a new and distinctive
course, which has resulted in our
contemporary scientifictechnological way of life. We
can win an understanding of our
present situation only by tracing
it back to its roots.
Lectures, seminar.
Powers/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
PHIL 295
Bioethics, an inquiry into selected
issues
(also offered as BIOL 295)
An interdisciplinary course focusing on important issues from the
areas of biology and medicine
which give rise to moral dilemmas and value conflicts. Topics
to be considered depend in part
on student interest, but may inelude reproductive interventions,
transplantation and the allocation of scarce medical resources,
the control of human behavior,
consent for treatment, lifestyle
choices, and death and dying.
No previous background in
biology or philosophy is
necessary. This course may not
count as a major course in
biology or in biology combined
major programs. It may serve as
an elective for biology majors.
Prerequisite: permission of the
instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
Nathan, Ursino/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
PHIL 315
Philosophy of man
A survey of major orientations
in the concept of man, with relation to the basic issues involved
in reaching a philosophical
understanding of human nature
and its place within reality, this
course focuses on the notion of
the person as well as on contemporary philosophical anthropology.

Seminar.
TBA/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND
RECREATION
PHED 191 A
Physical activity and man
(formerly part of PHED 190)
The study of the development
and current role of physical activity in society with reference to
historical influences. <Zontemporary problems facing sport
and physical activity will be
discussed.
Note: Physical education majors
must select and successfully complete the activity labs outlined
below. Students will register for
labs at registration.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHED 190.)
Lectures, seminar, labs.
Lowenberger/Mon, Wed 6:30-10
pm
PHED 192 B
Introduction to exercise
(formerly part of PHED 190)
An introductory course providing
an understanding of how the
body responds to and recovers
from physical activity. In addition, the adaptations of the body
to a variety of training programs
will be examined.
Note: Physical education majors
must select and successfully complete the activity labs outlined
below. Students will register for
labs at registration.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHED 190.)
Lectures, labs.
Davis/Mon, Wed 6:30-10 pm
PHED 200A
Movement orientation through
developmental games
A theoretical and practical
course providing students with a
basic understanding of the
characteristics and needs of
children. An aim of the course
will be to develop an understanding of motor skill development and games activities for in-

dividuals of all ages. Students
will be introduced to the fundamental principles of movement
as developed by Rudolph Laban,
and will apply them extensively
through fundamental skills, developmental skills and developmental games.
Prerequisite: PHED 191 hc/192hc
or PHED 190 or permission of
the instructor.
Lectures, lab.
Haslam/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
PHED 203A
Movement orientation through
educational gymnastics
The course is designed to give
students a comprehensive understanding of the theory of movement. The theory of movement
education will be examined as: a
content matter; a means of
analyzing movement; a means
for the individual to develop
progression within his or her .
own motor performance. Pract1cal application of the theory will
be pursued through lab situations which deal with educational
gymnastics.
Prerequisite: PHED 191hc/192hc
including PHED Lab 003, or
PHED 190, or permission of the
instructor.
Lectures, lab.
TBA/Mon, Wed 6-9 pm
PHED 300 B
Movement orientation through
advanced games
A continuation of the study of
games. Emphasis will be upon
analysis, motor skill development, and strategies in advanced
games. Application will be made
of Laban's principles of movement as they apply to advanced
games.
Prerequisites: PHED 19lhc/
192hc or 190, PHED 200hc,
203hc, 207hc, or permission of
the instructor.
Lectures, lab.
Haslam/Tues. Thur.; 1 10 pm
PHED 393 B
Movement orientation through
advanced educational gymnastics
The course is designed to pro-
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vide advanced sequential skill
and knowledge devdopment in
the area of educational gymnastics.
Prerequisite: PHED 203hc or
permission of the instructor.
Lectures, lab.
TBA/Mon, Wed 6-9 pm

PHYSICS
PHVS 120
Introduction to classical physics
This course is primarily concerned with fundamental classical
physics phenomena and concepts; mechanics, optics, electromagnetism and thermal
physics. This material should be
of interest and use to students
who plan to major in the
physical or life sciences.
Note: A minimum grade of B in
PHYS 120 is required for entry
into Year 2 physics courses.
Lectures, lab/problem sessions.
Allen, Shukla/Tues. Thurs 7-10 pm
plus Wed 6-9 pm

POLITICS
POll 190
Introduction to politics
An introduction to the basic
concepts and institutions of
political systems and to the
various approaches used to study
these systems. Topics include:
ideologies such as liberalism,
conservatism and communism;
institutions of government ineluding legislatures, bureaucracies and political parties; public
opinion and voting; classes, elites
and revolution.
Lectures, seminar.
tJC/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
POll 212
The government and politics of
Canada
A study of the political institutions and processes of Canada.
Major topics will include the
constitution and federalism,
regions and regionalism, the
political attitudes and behavior
of Canadians, parties and elections, and the policy process.
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Lectures, seminar.
Dreifelds/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
POll 220
International politics
(formerly POLl 222hc/224hc)
An introduction to international
politics focusing on the characteristics of the international
system, the process of foreign
policy formulation in individual
states, and the means of acting
internationally.
(Not open to students with credit
in POLl 222hc or 224hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Madar/Mon. Wed 7-10 pm
POll 351
Public administration
(also offered as MGMT 320)
A study of theory and practice
of public administration with
particular reference to Canada.
Lectures, seminar.
Brooks/Moo, Wed 7-10

PSYCHOLOGY
PSVC 296
Youth and adolescence
Theoretical approaches to
adolescence; thinking processes
of the adolescent; identity
development; physiological
change, sexuality, sex roles, and
decision-making; parentadolescent relationships; friendship and the peer group; values
and moral growth; emotional
disturbances and delinquent
behavior; substance use and
abuse; the physically challenged
- handicapped adolescents;
stress management and emotiona! control; treatment
methodologies; strategic
interactions.
(Not open to students with credit
in PSYC 387hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
Davis/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm
PSVC 297
Experiential psychology
The study of subjective experience (altered states of consciousness) and methods as an
alternate way of 'doing'

psychology. Phenomena of
dreams, psychedelic drugs, hypnosis, schizophrenia, religious
mysticism, and the eastern
meditative traditions serve as the
focus of discussion. Orienting
conceptual frameworks come
from the introspective and
phenomenological traditions of
psychology, social science, and
psychiatry, as well as holisticconstructivist approaches to
cognition and symbol formation.
Lectures, seminar.
Hunt/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
PSVC 308
Psychology of language
(also oJfered as COMM 308)
Psychological processes involved
in language including the study
of meaning, language development in children, language and
thought, listening, as well as
special interest topics such as bilingualism and written language.
Lectures, seminar.
Preston/Moo, Wed 7-10 pm
PSYC 383
Advanced topics in social
development
(formerly offered as CHST 392)
(also offered as CHST 383)
Social competence, continuity
and change in social behavior,
and the relationship between
social cognition and behavior
will be examined from a variety
of developmental perspectives.
Students will explore specific
topics in social development and
social problem solving.
Methodological issues relevant to
the study of social interaction
will also be examined.
Prerequisite: CHST/PSYC 210.
(Not open to students with credit
in CHST 392.)
Lectures, seminar.
Rose-Krasnor/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
PSVC 388A
The psychology of reading
(also offered as CHST 388hc)
A study of the psychological
processes involved in beginning
and skilled reading. Current
theories of reading will be
presented and evaluated in the

light of current research findings.
Theories of reading disability
and prospects for remediation
will also briefly be considered.
Recommended background:
PSYC 290 or 311 or 308.
Prerequisites: PSYC 190, and
one of PSYC 223 or MATH 192
or SOCI 230 (may be taken
concurrently).
Lectures, seminar.
Mitterer/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
PSVC 389 B
Psychology of computers in
education
(also offered as CHST 389hc)
A study of current and potential
uses of computers in education
will be carried out in light of
current theories of child development. The emphasis is upon putting the use of computers in
education on firm theoretical and
empirical footing. Recommended
background: PSYC 290 or 308
or 311.
Note: This is not a computer
programming course.
Prerequisites: PSYC 223 or
MATH 192 or SOCI 230 (may
be taken concurrently).
Lectures, seminar.
Mitterer/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
PSVC 392
Drugs and behavior
(formerly PSYC 299)
How drugs influence behavior,
and the nature of drug-using
behavior. Definition and classification of psychoactive drugs.
Basic principles of psychopharmacology, and theories of drug
action mechanism. Theories and
research on drug abuse, dependence, tolerance and withdrawal.
Applications and controversies in
psychiatry, the drug industry and
contemporary life.
(Not open to students with credit
in PSYC 299.)
Lectures, seminar.
Sadava/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
PSVC 457C
Group processes
Group processes explores such
issues as group climate, group
development, member contribu-

tions, decision making and the
leader's role in small groups.
The major vehicle for learning is
the examination of the processes
of the class group.
Myers/Wed 7-10 pm

RECREATION AND
LEISURE STUDIES
RECL 191
Introduction to recreation and
leisure studies.
(formerly offered as
PHED/RECL 190)
Students will be introduced to
the history, philosophy, and
significance of the discipline of
leisure and recreation, factors
affecting participation, the
availability and accessibility of
recreational resources, the nature
and function of various recreational agencies, and future trends
in recreation. Principles and
practices appropriate to the
delivery of recreation and leisure
services in Canada.
(Not open to students who completed PHED 190 in 1981 or
1982; not open to students with
credit in RECL 190.)
Note: Students who completed
PHED 190 before 1981 normally
are required to complete RECL
191 prior to other RECL
courses.
Lectures, seminar.
Guilmette/Mon. Wed 7-10 pm
RECL 2068
Outdoor recreation
(formerly offered as PHED
306hc)
The content of, and relationships
among, experiential education,
the camping movement, and outdoor recreation will be examined
to familiarize students with the
broad scope of activities, practices, and concepts important to
the outdoor recreation practitioner today. An adventurebased model and a field trip are
incorporated to help students
understand the multi-faceted
nature of outdoor learning and
living.
Lab fee: approximately $55.

Prerequisite: RECL 191, PHED
001
(Not open to students with credit
in PHED 306hc.)
Lectures, lab, seminar.
Leurence/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
RECL 207 A
Tests and surveys for recreation
Community evaluation and needs
assessment to provide research
evidence in recreation.
Prerequisite: RECL 191 or permission of the instructor.
Lectures, lab.
Yardley/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm
RECL 210A
Administration of recreation and
leisure services
(formerly offered as RECL
201hc)
Administrative science concepts
in relation to the delivery of
recreation services with a focus
on the volunteer recreation administrator and the role of the
professional in the management
of volunteer recreation delivery
systems.
Prerequisite: RECL 191 and
MGMT 191hc/192hc or permission of the instructor.
(Not open to students with credit
in RECL 201hc.)
Lectures, seminar, individual
projects.
Yardley/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm
RECL 3078
Interpretive analysis of recreation
data
Designed to provide recreation
majors with the means to understand, evaluate, and interpret
statistical information. Students
will examine inferential decisionmaking strategies, modes of
observation, funding strategies,
and projective trend analysis.
Prerequisite: RECL 207hc.
Lectures, lab.
Yardley/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

RELIGIOUS
STUDIES
REST 220
Comparative religion
(formerly offered as REST 190)

Studies in the world's major
religions, their founders,
teachings, scriptures and
development, with readings from
primary sources.
(Not open to students with credit
in REST 190 or EXST 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
McDermottiTuell, Thurs 7-10 pm
REST 260
Old Testament studies
Such them!i_s as covenant, promise, messiah, and sacred signs
will be traced in their development through Hebrew history,
from the perspective of the historical, prophetical, and wisdom
books the Old Testament.
Lectures, seminar.
Weber/Mon, Wed 7-.10 pm
REST 361
The Lukan literature
A study of the third gospel and
the Acts of the apostles. The
central themes of this body of
literature will be studied in light
of the historical and theological
development in the early
Christian church.
Lectures, seminar.
Scott/lues, Thurs 7-10 pm

Literary and idiomatic expression. Composition, critical written and oral expression through
discussion of general and literary
topics. Transposition into
French.
Rosmarin, Shayka/Mon, Wed
7-10 pm
FREN 291
Contemporary literature of Africa
and tha Caribbean
Contemporary poetry, theatre
and novel of the French-speaking
countries of Africa and the
Caribbean in the context of their
historical, social, and ideological
background. Prescribed texts:
A. Cesaire, Cahier d'un retour

au pays natal, Une tempete;
Y. Kateb, Le Cercle des
represailles; B.-B Dadie, Le
Pagne noir; A. Kourouma, Les
Soleils de L'Independance; Y.
Ouloguem, Le Devoir de Ia
violence; L. Senghor, Anthologie

de Ia nouvelle poesie negre et
malgache, Poemes,· E. Glissant,
Monsieur Toussaint.
Shayka1Tues, Thurs 7-10 pmi
Confederation Secondary School ·
Weiland

Italian
ROMANCE
STUDIES

French
FREI\!180
Practical language
Basic skills of written and oral
expression. Emphasis on communication for general purposes.
Selected texts.
Language laboratory.
Pujoii/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm
FREI\!190
Language and literature
Practice in speaking, reading,
and writing; self-expression
through discussion. Selected
literary texts.
Language laboratory.
Koustas/Tues, Thurs 6-10 pm
FREIII 200
Language Ontermediate)

ITAL 100
Language (introductory)
Acquisition of reading and oral
skills, elementary grammar. Conversation and composition.
Language laboratory.
Federici/Tues. Thurs 6-10 pm
ITAL 190
Language rmtermediate)
In-depth grammar review; emphasis on more complex structures; composition and oral
practice. Discussions based on
selected literary texts.
Language laboratory.
V'll'gulti/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm

Spanish
SPAI\!190
Language and literature
Practice in speaking, reading and
writing, composition, self33

expression. General background
of Spanish literature.
Language laboratory.
Hildebrandt/Mon. Wed 6-10 pm

SOCIOLOGY
SOCI 220
Theories in social relations

An examination of major contemporary theoretical formulations in the areas of conceptual
functioning and symbol systems
including language; conformity
and deviance including norms
and reference groups; formal
hierarchies and social stratification; and socialization as a continuing process.
Lectures, seminar.
Glenday/Tues, Thurs 7-10 pm
SOCI293A
Introduction to criminology

The nature of criminal behavior,
its social causes and consequences; organized crime; whitecollar crime; forms of patterned
evasion of legal norms; correctional institutions as social
systems.
Lectures, seminar.
Tax/Mon, Wed 6-10 pm
SOCI 306 B
Sociology of correction
An investigation of society's
agencies of social control that
are entrusted to work on
rehabilitation of the deviant
behavior of juvenile delinquents
and adult criminals. Provincial
jails and detention centres, and
federal penitentiaries are studied.
Examples from other societies
are also used in tracing innovative methods in correction.
Prerequisite: SOCI 292hc/293hc
or permission of the instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
Tax/Mon, Wed 7-10 pm

TEACHING ENGLISH
AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE
TESl 392
Culture and language
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The interplay between learning
English, teaching English and
English cultural orientation. In
order to allow an understanding
of the gaps which occur in the
language learning process when
cultural differences are not taken
into consideration, an analysis
will be made of specific language
acquisition skills which are affected by cultural interference.
Prerequisite: TESL 191, or permission of the director.
Lectures, seminar.
HarrislMon, Wed 7-10 pm

INSTITUTE OF URBAN
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES
UEST 190
Canadian urban and environmental issues

An introduction to current
Canadian issues in urban and
environmental affairs such as
legal constraints, pollution,
resource management conflicts,
northern pipelines, hydro-electric
developments, urban planning,
sprawl and citizen participation.
An inter-disciplinary approach
will be taken, pointing to the
contributions separate disciplines
can make to the solution of
these practical problems based
upon their banks of principles
and methodologies.
Lectures, seminar.
Krushelnicki/Tues, Thurs 7·10 pm
UEST 298C
Special topics I
A tutorial/seminar/special projects or directed readings course
in an area of urban and environmental studies not represented by
other courses.
Prerequisite: completion of Year
1 requirements for urban and environmental studies and permission of the instructor.
Seminars, tutorials.
Faculty /Dept.
UEST 299C
Special topics II
A tutorial/seminar/special projects or directed readings course

in an area of urban and environmental studies not represented by
other courses.
Prerequisite: completion of Year
1 requirements for urban and environmental studies and permission of the instructor.
Seminars, tutorials.
Faculty /Dept.
UEST 398C
Co-operative education I

A program of practical experience in the career opportunities available to students of
urban and environmental studies.
Students will be placed in offices
and laboratories of government
ministries and agencies as well as
with private industries as fulltime employees for a period of
four months in order to learn
the practical applications of their
university knowledge. Students
will receive continuing supervision and support from the
course supervisor and must submit a final report for assessment.
The course may commence in
either May, September or
January of each year.
Prerequisites: third or fourth
year standing in urban and environmental studies co-major.
Eligibility will also be determined
by academic standing.
KrushelnickilDept.
UEST 399
Co-operative education II

(see UEST 398hc for course
description)
Placement will be for a period of
eight months.
Prerequisites: third or fourth
year standing in urban and environmental studies co-major.
Eligibility will also be determined
by academic standing.
Faculty/Dept.

SCHOOL OF
ADMINISTRATIVE
STUDIES

Accounting

COUHSI

ACTG 455C
Canadian iqcome tax I

(formerly part of ACTG(ADMI)
451hc)
The principles underlying federal
income taxation are examined
thro~gh an analysis of the Income
Tax Act, R.S.C. as amended.
Topics include administration,
liability for income tax, tax conventions, corporate and personal
income tax computation.
Prerequisite: ADMI 350 or
ACTG(AOMI) 356hc/357hc.
(Not open to students with credit
in ACTG(ADMI) 451hc.)
Lectures.
GrandlMon.-1/Ved, Fri 8-10 am
TH256

MGMT 320
Public administration
(also offered as POLl 351)
(formerly offered as ADMI 320)
A study of the theory and practice of public administration,
with particular reference to
Canada.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 320.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBAlMon-Fri 8-10 am TH256
MGMT 341 A
Organizational b&bavior
(also offered as SOCI 341hc)
(formerly offered as ADMI
34l.hc/SOCI 344hc)
Basic concepts, theory, and
research on the behavior of individuals and groups in organizational settings, including: individual motivation, interpersonal relations, leadership,
group process and dynamics,
and other topics at the 'micro'
level of analysis.
Prerequisite: MGMT 191hc/
192hc or permission of the
instructor.
(Not open to students with credit

in ADMI 341hc or SOCI
344hc.)
Lectures.
TBAlMon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
ST401

MGMT 3428
Organizational theory
(also offered as SOCI 342hc)
(formerly offered as ADMI
340hc/SOCI 343hc)
Basic concepts, theory, research
and methodology from the social
and behavioral sciences relevant
to the study of formal organizations. Classical organization and
management theory, early human
relations and systems approaches,
organizational goals, power,
planned organizational change.
(Not open to students with credit
in ADMI 340hc or SOCI
343hc.)
Lectures.
TBA/Mon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
ST401

BIOLOGIAL SCIENCES
BIOL 255C
Natural history of the Niagara
region
Lectures will consider major taxa
of locally abundant flora and
fauna and explain their environmental relationships. Laboratories will illustrate diversity and
taxonomy of major plant and
animal groups in the region.
Field excursions will examine
regional areas that best illustrate
dominant and/or special plant/
animal/geology associations.
Cannot be used as a major
course in biology or biology combined major programs. It may
be taken as an elective.
Lectures, Jabs.
Lewis, PeachlMon.fri
10:30 am -12:30 pm H318
BIOL 490
BSc (honors) thesis
A course taken in conjunction
with BIOL 491. Each student
will undertake a limited research
project involving field or
laboratory study under faculty
supervision. Students electing to

pursue studies on non-laboratory
ecological projects will be permitted to initiate their programs
during the summer preceding
registration in Year 4, but may
not include data or observations
obtained as a consequence of
participation in field courses
such as BIOL 371hc or 372hc.
Submission and oral defence of a
thesis is required.
Prerequisite: admission to the
Year 4 honors program.
Faculty/Dept.

BIOL 491
Literature research and seminar
A course taken in conjunction
with BIOL 490. Each student
will undertake a detailed study
of the scientific literature relevant
to the topic of the BSc (honors)
thesis. The review will be included in the thesis and will be
presented as a seminar.
Prerequisite: admission to the
Year 4 honors program.
Faculty/Dept.
BIOL 492
Library research project
A course for students not
registered for BIOL 490 and
491. Each student will be required to carry out a detailed
study of the scientific literature
pertinent to a specific topic
under faculty supervision. The
results of this study will be
presented in a major essay, and
presented as a formal seminar.
Prerequisite: admission to the
Year 4 honors program.
Faculty/Dept.

CHILD STUDIES
CHST 210
Child psychology
(also offered as PSYC 210)
A survey of research and theory
on cognitive and social aspects
of normal development.
Prerequisite: PSYC 190.
Lectures, seminar.
JordanlMon-Fri 8-10 am TH244
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CHST 323A
Psychology of parenting
(also offered as PSYC 323hc)
I
The determinants, varieties and
consequences of parenting. The
course will examine motivations
for becoming a parent, individual differences in parenting
styles, and the effect of parents
on children's development. The
course focuses primarily on
research and theory, although
applied topics such as the effectiveness of different disciplinary
techniques will also be considered.
Prerequisite: PSYC/CHST 210
or permission of the instructor.
Lecture, seminar.
Smith/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm TH255

ClASSICS
ClAS 195A
Greek myths and religions
(formerly part of CLAS 196)
The structure and function of
major Greek myths with attention to ancient and modem interpretation. Aspects of Greek
religion with emphasis on means
of communicating with the gods.
(Not open to students with credit
in CLAS 196.)
TBA/Mon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
TH246
CLAS 197 B
Roman religions and myths
(formerly part of CLAS 196)
History of the development of
Roman religions from the foundation of Rome until the
triumph of Christianity in the
Roman Empire, with attention to
the formulation of a Roman
mythology and eastern influences
upon the traditional religious
outlook.
(Not open to students with credit
in CLAS 196.)
TBA/Mon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
TH246

COMMUNICATIONS
COMM 247 A
Interpersonal communication
(also offered,as SOCI 247hc)
An examination of perspectives
on human communication ineluding both verbal and nonverbal communication.
Lectures, lab.
Tax/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST410

COMPUTER SCIENCE
COSC 414C
Computer natworks: design and
implementation
Study of computer network
topology and architecture with
special emphasis on distributed
computing and telematics services. Topics include: network
topology design, formal
specification and verification of
network services and protocols,
performance evaluation, network
operating systems, distributed
databases, teletext, videotext,
messaging and other telematics
services.
Prerequisite: COSC 301hc
(314hc), 302hc, MATH 365.
Lectures.
Berchanski/Mon, Wed, Fri
8-10 am ST401

ECONOMICS
ECON 191 A
Principles of microeconomics
(formerly part of ECON 190)
An introduction to the study of
microeconomics. Topics include
the nature of economics, the
price system, demand, production and cost, markets and pricing, factor pricing and the
distribution of income.
(Not open to students with a
credit in ECON 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST409
ECON 192B
Principlas of macroeconomics
(formerly part of ECON 190)
An introduction to the study of
macroeconomics. Topics include
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the nature of economics, the
determination and control of
national income, money, banking
and monetary policy, macroeconomic policy and the balance of
payments.
(Not open to students with a
credit in ECON 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST409
ECON 251 A
Intermediate micro theory
A continuation of ECON
191hc/192hc with more detailed
analysis of micro theory.
Prerequisite: ECON 19lhc/
192hc.
(Not open to students with
ECON 201, 202, or 203 credit.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 10:30 am·
12:30 pm ST409
ECON 252B
Intermediate macro theory
A continuation of ECON 191hc/
192hc, with more detailed
analysis of macro theory.
Prerequisite: ECON 19lhc/
192hc.
(Not open to students with
ECON 201, 202, or 203 credit.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 10:30 am·
12:30 pm ST409

EDUCATION
EDUC 200
Curriculum theory and design
An examination of curriculum
both as a conceptual scheme
based on theories of learning
and as a system of complex
human interactions in the school
and community. Various designs
for curriculum planning and
associated instructional modes
are also examined. Students are
expected to design, implement,
and evaluate a curriculum plan.
Prerequisite: a course in educationa! or developmental psycho!ogy; or two years classroom
teaching; or permission of the
instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 8-10 am ED206

ENGLISH lANGUAGE
AND liTERATURE
ENGl299
English area studies
Studies in a specialized area of
English literature. 1985/86 topic:
Utopian literature.
Lectures, seminar.
Slade/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm A315

FINE ARTS
Film Studies
FILM 250
Theory and practice in British
broadcasting
A practical and critical study of
film, television and radio in
Britain. In addition to the
critical and analytical study of
recent works in British broadcasting, students will work on
audio/video productions. This
course will be taught at the
University of Bristol by faculty
from the Bristol department of
drama and University film service, July 4 - 31, 1985. Deadline
for registration is March 15,
1985. For information, contact
M. Yacowar, dean of Humanities.
Prerequisite: FILM 194 or permission of the department.
Faculty /Dept.

Theatre
THEA 301
Advanced mime
Further explorations of mask
and non-verbal theatre. Although
some theory is involved, the
course is essentially practical.
Prerequisite: THEA 201 and
permission of the instructor.
Lectures, workshops, additional
production time as required.
Theatre Beyond Words/Mon-Fri
10:30 am · 12:30 pm Studio

Visual Arts
VISA 192
Drawing I
(formerly offered as FINAl
VISA 202)
Exploration of the fundamental
principles of drawing. Creative
expression, graphic notation, and
the study of the figure will be ineluded with emphasis on observation and analysis. A lab fee of
$45.00 is charged. Students must
supply their own materials.
Prerequisite: a portfolio must be
submitted before registration,
unless the student already has
credit for VISA(FINA) 195.
(Not open to students with credit
in FINA/VISA 202.)
Lectures, studio work.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-4 pm TH141
VISA 205
Sculpture
Fundamentals of sculpture, exploring form, structure, space,
weight, plane, tension, rhythm,
etc. Instruction in the handling
and care of basic modelling
materials (clay, plaster, cement),
the building of armatures, the
rudiments of plaster casting from
waste molds. Models, marquettes
and drawings will be made; subject matter will include firsthand studies from life. A lab fee
of $45.00 is charged. Students
must supply their own materials.
Prerequisite: VISA(FINA) 191;
VISA 192(202) or 195 and/or
permission of the instructor.
Lectures, studio work.
Kropf/Mon-Fri 9-12 am TH141
VISA 294
Art studies abroad
Summer, 1985: Angers/Paris
(July 4 - August 5, 1985)
Studies in the artistic heritage of
France at two bases: the
mediaeval city of Angers in the
Loire Valley, and Paris. Brock
visiting instructor, Guy
Ducornet, a French artist, will
conduct the visits, lectures and
seminars and guide the students
through their French experience.
A command of French is useful
but not necessary as the course
will be conducted in English.

Students must apply by March
15, 1985, to M. Yacowar, dean,
division of Humanities.
Prerequisite: a visual arts course
or permission of the instructor.
Ducomet/Dept.

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG 292A
Geography of the United States
Selected aspects of the regional
geography of the United States.
Prerequisite: none.
Lectures, seminar.
Meeker/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm C406
GEOG 301 A
Surveying
Introduction to the principles
and techniques of topographic
surveying, emphasizing applications in the earth sciences.
Prerequisite: GEOG 207hc or
permission of the instructor.
Hughes/Mon, Tues. Thurs. Fri
8-10 am plus Mon. Wed, Fri
1-4 pm C405, C213

MATHEMATICS
MATH 197C
Differential and integral methods
Designed for students of administrative studies, biological
sciences, economics, geological
sciences, and urban and environmental studies. Elementary
functions, particularly the power
function, the logarithm, and the
exponential; approximation to
the area under a curve; the
definite integral; the derivative;
techniques of differentiation;
maxima and minima; integration
by substitution and by parts; use
of integral tables; partial differentiation; simple differenti;tl
equations; numerical methods.
Prerequisite: grade 12 mathematics or permission of the department.
(Not open to students with credit
in any university calculus course;
i.e., MATH 100, MATH 193hc,
MATH 194hc, MATH 195hc.)
Lectures, tutorial.
Deshpande/Mon, Wed, Fri 8-10 am
plus Thurs 9-1 0 am TH256

PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 194A
Introduction to philosophy:
problems and positions
A survey of some main problems
of philosophy under a systematic
aspect. Among the problems of
the main traditions of philosophy
(Greek, Indian/Chinese, early
modern and contemporary) are:
the nature of man, personal
identity, the existence of God,
illusion and reality, human
knowledge,· freedom and necessity, moral responsibility,
personal identity.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHIL 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
Malone/Mon-Fri 10:30 am 12:30 pm ST410
PHIL 195 B
Introduction to philosophy:
philosophical classics
A "Great Books" approach to
philosophy and its history, this
course stresses the reading of the
philosophical masterpieces of
modernity and antiquity.
(Not open to students with credit
in PHIL 190.)
Lectures, seminar.
Malone/Mon-Fri 10:30 am12:30 prn ST410
PHIL 290
Selected topics in philosophy
Topics, chosen to reflect areas of
occasional interest, which are not
represented in the regular program of studies. Proposals from
students are welcome.
Prerequisite: available only to
students who have completed at
least one full-course equivalent in
philosophy.
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST1203

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
PHED 202A
Psycho-social growth and
development
Sociological and psychological
implications of sports and

physical education will be
discussed as they relate to motor
performance. This includes such
aspects as personality, motivation, achievement needs, feedback, group conflict, group
cohesion, and leadership roles of
the individual.
Prerequisite: PHED 191hc/192hc
or PHED 190 or permission of
the instructor.
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST401
PHED 307 A
Movement orientation through
folk dance
This course is designed to give
the student an understanding of
the analysis and structure of the
principles of movement as they
apply to folk dance. Students
will be given the opportunity to
re-structure existing traditional
folk and square dance forms in
order to bring them in line with
current movement philosophy.
Prerequisite: PHED 191hc/192hc
or190, PHED 200hc or 203hc or
207hc or permission of the
instructor.
Lectures, lab.
Evans/Mon-Fri 8-11 am
Dance Studio plus PE203

POLITICS
POLI190
Introduction to politics
An introduction to the basic
concepts and institutions of
political systems and to the
various approaches used to study
these systems. Topics include:
ideologies such as liberalism,
conservatism and communism;
institutions of government ineluding legislatures, bureaucracies and political parties; public
opinion and voting; classes, elites
and revolution.
Lectures, seminar.
Rathor/Mon-Fri 10:30 am 12:30 pm TH256
POLl 334A
Political parties
The study of functions and structures of political parties and
party systems with some
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reference to electoral systems and
voting behavior.
Lectures, seminar.
TBAIMon-Fri 8-10 am A319
POll 351
Public administration
(also offered as MGMT 320)
A study of theory and practice
of public administration with
particular reference to Canada.
Lectures, seminar.
TBA/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm TH256
POll 375 B
Special topics in politics
An examination of topics
selected from year to year on the
basis of specific areas of instructional expertise and student
interest.
In 1985-86: International prob!ems of development. This
seminar examines international
impediments to development and
alternative approaches to
alleviate these impediments.
Topics include Marxist and nonMarxist explanations of dependency and the role of such factors
as the following in development:
national measurts, transnational
corporations, 'regional' economic
arrangements, universal intergovernmental organizations, and
women as agents of change.
Prerequisite: POLl 220 or
222hc, or permission of the
instructor.
Seminars.
TBA1Mon-Fri 8-10 am A319

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 210
Child psychology
(also offered as CHST 210)
A survey of research and theory
on cognitive and social aspects
of normal development.
Lectures, seminar.
Jordan/Mon-Fri 8-10 am TH244
PSVC 323A
Psychology of parenting
(also offered as CHST 323hc)
The determinants, varieties and
consequences of parenting. The
course will examine motivations
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for becoming a parent, individual differences in parenting
styles, and the effect of parents
on children's development. The
course focuses primarily on
research and theory, although
applied topics such as the effectiveness of different disciplinary
techniques will also be conside red.
Lectures, seminar.
Smith/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm TH255
PSYC 345
Comparative psychology
(formerly PSYC 240)
A lecture and laboratory course
in problems of experimental
method and research findings in
comparative animal behavior;
emphasis will be placed on the
mechanisms of behavior pattern
in infrahuman species.
(Not open to students with credit
in PSYC 240.)
Lectures, seminar.
Bradley/Mon-Fri 8-10 am !H255
PSYC 393A
life-span psychology: early
adulthood and middle aga
(formerly part of PSYC 391)
Processes of identity and intimacy; sex roles and sexual
response; communication and
conflict resolution; family
systems and pairing patterns;
continuity and change; stress and
adaptation strategies; mid-life
crises and transitions.
(Not open to students with credit
in PSYC 391.)
Lectures, seminar.
Carlsen1Mon-Fri 10:30 am 12:30 pm TH244
PSYC 3948
life-span psychology: processes
and developmental tasks of late
adulthood
(formerly part of PSYC 391)
Introduction to gerontology; correlates of well-being; cognitive
processes and creativity; sensory
and physiological changes;
organic brain syndrome; social
issues in a growth model of aging; the intergenerational family;
support systems; the life review
process; coping with death and
bereavement.

Lectures, seminar.
Carlsen1Mon-Fri 10:30 am 12:30 pm TH244

ROMANCE STUDIES
S~anish
SPAI\!100
language (introductory)
Essentials of grammar, emphasis
on idiomatic expression. Conversation and elementary composition.
Language laboratory.
Fernandez/Mon-Fri 8-10 am
ST410

SOCIOLOGY
SOCI 247 A
Interpersonal communication
(also offered as COMM 247hc)
An examination of perspectives
on human communication ineluding both verbal and nonverbal communication.
Lectures, lab.
Tax/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST410
SOCI 266 B
Socialization
The development of shared
meanings of symbols and commonly accepted forms of
behavior. Sources of influence
including parents, peers and
television; studies of variations in
patterns of socialization both
within Canada and crossnationally.
Lectures, seminar.
Tax/Mon-Fri 1-3 pm ST410
SOCI 341 A
Organizational behavior
(formerly SOCI 344hc)
(also offered as MGMT 341hc)
Basic concepts, theory and
research on the behavior of individuals and groups in organizational settings. Topics include
individual motivation, interpersonal relations, leadership, group
process and dynamics, and other
topics at the 'micro' level of
analysis.

(Not open to students with credit
in SOCI 344hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBA1Mon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
or 1-3 pm ST401
SOCI 342 B
Organizational theory
(formerly SOCI 343hc)
(also offered as MGMT 342hc)
Basic concepts, theory, research
and methodology from the social
and behavioral sciences relevant
to the study of formal organizations. Classical organization and
management theory, early
human relations and 'systems'
approaches, organizational goals,
power, planned organizational
change.
(Not open to students with credit
in SOCI 343hc.)
Lectures, seminar.
TBAIMon-Fri 10:30 am -12:30 pm
or 1-3 pm ST401

URBAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAl
STUDIES
UEST 298C
Special topics I
A tutorial/seminar/special projects or directed readings course
in an area of urban and environmental studies not represented by
other courses.
Prerequisite: completion of Year
1 requirements for urban and environmental studies and permission of the instructor.
Seminars, tutorials.
Faculty/Dept.
UEST 299C
Special topics II
A tutorial/seminar/special projects or directed readings course
in an area of urban and environmental studies not represented by
other courses.
Prerequisite: completion of Year
1 requirements for urban and environmental studies and permission of the instructor.
Seminars, tutorials.
Faculty /Dept.

UEST 398C

CIHiperative education I
A program of practical experience in the career opportunities available to students of
urban and environmental studies.
Students will be placed in offices
and laboratories of government
ministries and agencies as well as
with private industries as fulltime employees for a period of
four months in order to learn
the practical applications of their
university knowledge. Students
will receive continuing supervision and support from the
course supervisor and must submit a final report for assessment.
The course may commence in
either May, September or
January of each year.
Prerequisites: third or fourth
year standing in urban and environmental studies co-major.
Eligibility will also be determined
by academic standing.
Krushelnicki/Dept.
UEST 399

Co-operative education II
(see VEST 398hc for course
description)
Placement will be for a period of
eight months.
Prerequisites: third or fourth
year standing in urban and environmental studies co-major.
Eligibility will also be determined
by academic standing.
KrushelnickilDept.
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1985/86
WINTER
EVENING
SCHEDULE

467a
468b

ADMINISTRATIVE
STUDIES
Accounting
253a Introduction to financial
accounting
253b Introduction to financial
accounting
254b Introduction to
management accounting
353a External auditing I
354a External auditing II
354b External auditing II
355a Advanced management
accounting
356a Intermediate financial
accounting I
357b Intermediate financial
accounting II
452b Advanced accounting
problems
453a Advanced accounting
theory I
454b Management auditing
455a Canadian income tax I
456b Canadian income tax II
Finance
392a Introduction to finance I
393b Introduction to finance II
402b Advanced financial
management
404a Investment analysis
405a International finance
406a Financial theory
407a Financial market analysis
408b Management of financial
institutions
409b Portfolio man.agement
Management
191a Introduction to business
192b Introduction to
management
240a Commercial law
330a O~erations management I
330b Operations management I
331b Operations management II
341a Organizational behavior
342b Organizational theory
381a Corporate planning
381b Corporate planning
412a Information systems
440b Administrative law
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461a
462a
463b
465a
466b

472a
479a
481
483b

Organizational change
Personnel management
Labor relations
Conflict and its resolution
Motivation and reward
systems
Training and development
Leadership and
supervision
Legal issues in labor
relations
Personnel management
research
Business policy
Development of
management thought

Marketing
322a Basic marketing
324b Marketing management
422a Marketing research
422b Marketing research
423a Marketing communications
425b Marketing policy
426a Sales management
428a Retailing
429b Industrial marketing
431a Consumer behaviour
433b International marketing

350

Focus on early childhood
education

CLASSICS
191b
192a
195a
197b
288a
289b
303a
397a
398b
401b

Greek civilization
Roman civilization
Greek myths and religions
Roman religions and
myths
The history of early
Greece
The history of classical
Greece
Greek and Roman comedy
and melodrama
Greek sanctuaries
Art and archaeology of
Cyprus
Ancient historical writing
and theories of history

COMMUNICATIONS
STUDIES
308
327

Psychology of language
Introduction to video

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ASIAN STUDIES
190

Introduction to the
civilizations of Asia

BIOCHEMISTRY
302b Enzyme biochemistry

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Biology, man and
environment
298a Principles of microbiology
125

CANADIAN STUDIES
291

Canadian Studies

CHEMISTRY
185

Introduction to modern
chemistry

CHILD STUDIES
llOa Child behavior and health
210 Child psychology
295 Integrating the special
child
311 Issues in developmental
psychology

193b FORTRAN programming
and SPSS
194b Computing for
administrative studies
301a Introduction to data
communications
302b Introduction to operating
systems
407a Computing project I
407b Computing project I
413a Operating systems: theory
and practice
414b Computer networks:
design and implementation
477b Discrete event simulation
498a Computing project II
498b Computing project II

ECONOMICS
191a Principles of microeconomics
192b Principles of macroeconomics
251a Intermediate micro theory
252b Intermediate macro theory
290b Economic statistics
314a Public finance expenditure
315b Public finance taxation

EDUCATION

GEOGRAPHY

PHILOSOPHY

I

400
401
404

Analysis of discourse
Advanced English
grammar
Supervised teaching

ENGliSH
191
199
210
291
305
391

Introduction to literature
Language of science,
social science and
literature
Young people's literature
Canadian literature in
English
Creative writing
History of language

EXTRADEPARTMENTAL
STUDIES
295

Introduction to speech language pathology

FINE ARTS
Introduction to film
criticism

Fine Arts

382b Psychology of the arts
Music

183a University choir I
(half course offered
Septt<mber to April)
283a University choir II
(half course offered
September to April)
383a University choir III
(half course offered
September to April)
483a University choir IV
(half course offered
September to April)
Theatre

210
311
391

Drama in education I
Theatre in education
Playwriting

V"ISual Arts

191
192
195
250
292
391
397 a
398b

GEOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
190

Introduction to geology

GERMANIC AND
SLAVIC STUDIES
German

100
190
196

Language (introductory)
Language and literature
(intermediate I)
Culture and civilization of
central Europe II

Hungarian

195

Culture and civilization of
Hungary

Slovak

Film

194

Introduction to human
geography
191 Principles of physical
geography
204b An introduction to
meteorology
206a Cultural geography
190

History of the visual arts
Drawing I
Foundation studio
Canadian art
Drawing II
Studies in modern art
Greek sanctuaries
Art and archaeology of
Cypress

100

Elementary Slovak

HISTORY
192a Early medieval Europe
193b The high middle ages
241a Eighteenth century
Europe, 1700-1787
242b Europe during the French
revolution, 1785-1794
262a Military history,
1800-1945
280 The thirteen colonies
350 The Germans
376a Canada's evolving social
fabric
385 Power in America
445a European thought and
culture

MATHEMATICS
160a Mathematics for
administrative studies
165 Mathematics for computer
science
197b Differential and integral
methods
198a Basic statistical methods
260b Introductory operations
research

191 Social philosophy
194b Introduction to
philosophy: problems and
positions
195a Introduction to
philosophy: philosophical
classics
202 History of western
philosophy (V): beginnings
of modern philosophy
217b Introduction to Chinese
Buddhism
292a Selected topics in analytic
philosophy
309a Theory of knowledge
310b Metaphysics
333a Philosophy of religion
390 Critical study of classical
philosophy
416b Studies in contemporary
European philosophy
417a Modern philosophical
studies I
434b Advanced studies in
Indian philosophy

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
391a The philosophy and
principles of coaching
395b Psycho-social aspects of
sport

RECREATION AND
LEISURE STUDIES
210b Administration of
recreation and leisure
services
207a Tests and surveys for
recreation
291a Principles of play and
leisure
302a Recreation programs for
special populations
305a Leisure services fieldwork
305b Leisure services fieldwork
312b Leisure and aging

REliGIOUS
STUDIES
100
191
240

ROMANCE STUDIES
French

100
180
190
200
291

POLITICS

398

190' Introduction to politics
212 The government and
politics of Canada
290 Political philosophy
328a Canadian foreign policy
375b Special topics in politics
412b Public policy formulation
in Canada
413a Issues in Canadian politics

426

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to
psychology
210 Child psychology
223 Research design
285 Psychology of personal
development
296 Youth and adolescence
308 Psychology of language
311 Issues in developmental
psychology
382b Psychology of the arts
395 Stress and emotion
190

Hebrew language
(introductory)
Introduction to religious
studies
Genesis

Language (introductory)
Practical language
Language and literature
Language (intermediate)
Contemporary literature:
African and Caribbean
Nineteenth century poetry
and theatre
French-Canadian poetry
and theatre

Italian

100
190
195
290

Language (introductory)
Language and literature
Culture and civilization
(given in English)
Translation and language
practice

Spanish

100
190

Language (introductory)
Language and literature

SOCIOLOGY
Man and society
Social inquiry and
information systems
341a Organizational behavior
342b Organizational theory
190
331
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TEACHING ENGliSH
AS A SECOND
lANGUAGE
400
401
404

Analysis of discourse
Advanced English
grammar
Supervised teaching

URBAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES
190
297
357a
393b
395a
397b

Canadian urban and
environmental issues
Principles of environmental studies
Social services planning in
the urban region
Interdisciplinary perspectives on pollution
Interdisciplinary perspectives on quality of life
Interdisciplinary perspectives on urban and
environmental studies
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For further information about
any of the programs and courses
listed in this brochure: Part
Time Programs Office 688-5550,
ext. 3249 or 3250.
To arrange a tour of the University, or contact the Speakers'
Bureau: Liaison and Information
Office, 688-5550, ext. 3245.
For admissions and registration
information, and academic
counselling: Registrar's Office,
688-5550, ext. 3434.
For details about financial
assistance and the Ontario
Student Awards Program:
Student Awards Office,
688-5550, ext. 3253.
The Brock Centre for the Arts:
Box Office, 688-5475; Administration, 688-5550, ext. 3216.
For information about athletic
programs and varsity sports:
Physical Education Office,
688-5550, ext. 3384/3385.
The University's mailing
address is: Brock University,
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3Al.
Brock students are looking for
accommodations. If you have a
house, apartment, flat or room
to rent, please contact the
University Housing office at
688-5550, ext. 3370, Mon.-Fri./
8:30-4:30 pm.
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BROCK UNIVERSITY
ST. CATHARINES,
CANADA

ONTARIO
L2S 3A 1

IIIIII I

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
416-688·5550, Ext. 3431

Application for Admission
to Part-Time Studies

II IJ,LLU I I

PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS
(Shaded areas for office use only)

SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER

1-11

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

(PLEASE PRIN1)
MR. 0

MRS.

o

1

3

MS. 0
1·20 2

MISS 0

GIVEN NAMES (ALL NAMES IN FULL, AS ON BIRTH CERTIFICATE)

SURNAME:

2 0 FEMALE

4

ADDRESS:

1 0 MALE

SEX:

1·30
NUMBER

1·70

1·50

APARTMENT

STREET

CITY

COUNTY OR REGION

COUNTRY

PROVINCE

TELEPHONE NUMBER

POSTAL CODE

MARITAL STATUS:
SINGLE

3·50

3·59

DATE OF BIRTH:

Ll_j Ll_j Ll_j
DAY
4·11

MONTH

BORN IN CANADA
OR
CANADIAN CITIZEN

YEAR

00

3·80

STATUS IN CANADA IF NOT CANADIAN CITIZEN
DATE OF ENTRY
Permanent Resident
COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP
INTO CANADA

OR

4·50

EMPLOYMENT: IF EMPLOYED, NAME OF EMPLOYER

OCCUPATION

858-14

858·44

~~~~~~~ ~':;.~igrant) ~ ~ f - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
I I.ILU~
Other Visa
D 3
'MciNT'i:i YEAR "'
4·51 I
4·50
BUSINESS TELEPHONE:

LLlJ I
ENGLISH 0 1

SECONDARY SCHOOL(S) ATIENDED

AREA CODE

FRENCH 0 2

~ 0

SEPARATED~ 2

3·70

4·30

MOTHER TONGUE (Language First Spoken)

MARRIED

~

u_u
I I I I I I I I DIVORCED ~ 01
AREA CODE'---'--'-N-'UM._BE_R.__.__..__. WIDOWED

I I

3·54

FORMER SURNAME:

LU

3·30

3·11

2·11

OTHER 0 3

LOCATION OF SCHOOL

1-

..L....L__J__J

L-1

NUMBER

PLEASE SPECIFY

GRADE COMPLETED

4·70

4·80
YEAR

FROM 19 .

TO 19 ..

FROM 19 ..

. TO 19 .

POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS ATIENDED: LIST IN ORDER OF LATEST ATIENDANCE
DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE
OBTAINED

PROGRAM

NAME OF INSTITUTION AND LOCATION

YEAR

FROM 19.

TO 19

FROM19 ....

T019.

FROM 19 ....... TO 19
I AM APPLYING
FOR ADMISSION AS:
(please check one)

0 ONTARIO GD XIII

0 A MATURE
STUDENT;

GRADUATE (OR
EQUIVALEN1);

0 A NON-DEGREE STUDENT
HOLDING A DEGREE:

0 A TRANSFER STUDENT FROM
A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY;

0 AUDITOR- NO CREDIT;

0 AS A STUDENT ON A
LEITER OF PERMISSION FROM - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( H O M E UNIVERSITY)

0 SPECIAL STUDENT;
I INTEND TO
STUDY FOR:
(please check one)

0 B. Admin

0 B.A:

0 B. Bus. Econ.

0 B. Sc.:

0 B.Ph.Ed.

0 B.R.LS.

PROPOSED MAJOR(S) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PROPOSED MAJOR(S) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SESSION FOR WHICH
APPLICATION IS MADE:

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY APPLIED
TO BROCK UNIVERSITY?

0 FALL/WINTER;

0 YES

0 NO

0 SEPTEMBER ENTRY
0 JANUARY ENTRY

0 SPRING EVENING

IF YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLy TAKEN COURSES AT
BROCK, PLEASE INDICATE YOUR BROCK STUDENT NUMBER

0 SUMMER DAY

I I I I I I I

I HEREBYCERTIFYTHAT ALL STATEMENTS ARE CORRECT AND COMPLETE INCLUDING MY DECLARATION OFCITIZENSHIPANDSTATUS IN CANADA I UNDERSTANDTHATI MAYHAVETO
PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION AT SOME FUTURE DATE TO SUBSTANTIATE MY CLAIM AND THAT ANY MISREPRESENTATION OF THIS DATA MAY RESULT IN THE CANCELLATION OF MY
ADMISSION OR REGISTRATION STATUS

~l~~D~A~TE~~~·~- _
.. ..

85-01·01 ADM 01

.._..__
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._._._
.. _.._._
.. _.. _.._._
.. _.._.._·_·____
.._._
.. _.._.._._s_rG_N_A_T_U_R_E_._
.. _.. _.._._._
.._.._._
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._._
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._.._._
.. _.._·_________.._._
.. _.._._
.. _.. _.._
PLEASE SEE OVER FOR NOTES
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INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS:
1.

All candidates for admission to full-time study must complete the appropriate Ontario University
Applications Centre application form.

2.

Applicants who have attended secondary school must arrange to have official transcripts of final
marks sent directly to Brock University by their principal or guidance counsellor.

3.

Applicants transferring from a college or university must arrange to have official transcripts sent
directly to Brock University by the institutions concerned.

4.

Applicants who are seeking admission on the basis of documents which are in a language other than
English must submit the original documents as well as notarized English translations of the
documents.

5.

Applicants whose mother tongue is not English are required to submit proof of proficiency in English.
Normally this will be evidence of satisfactory performance on TOEFL- Test of English as a Foreign
Language, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.

6.

Please direct all documents and enquiries to:
Admission, Office of the Registrar,
Brock University,
St. Catharines,
Ontario. L2S 3A1

Telephone: (416) 688·5550, ext. 3431

SPECIAL NOTE:
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Early application is encouraged. Late applications may not be able to be processed in
time for registration.

REGISTRATION FORM
FOR GENERAL INTEREST COURSES AND PIE PROGRAMS

Please complete the following form and return with your cheque, made payable to Brock University, to:
OFFICE OF PART TIME PROGRAMS
Thistle 263, Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3Al
(Please print)

Name:
Address:

Postal Code:
Telephone: (Home) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Business) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This section to be completed for General Interest Courses only:
I wish to enrol in the following program(s):

Course Title

Fee

DDD-DD-DDD
DDD-DD-DDD
DDD-DD-DDD
DDD-DD-DDD
DDD-DD-DDD
DDD-DD-DDD
Total'~'----This section to be completed for PIE programs only:
I wish to enrol in the following program(s):

Program Title

Fee

Total$,_ _ _ __
I. If you have ever been involved in a similar program, please describe and indicate the sponsoring organization:

2. Describe briefly your goals for the program: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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BROCK
~~CENTRE
for the ARTS
Brock University, St. Catharines

COME TO
THE SHOW!
A COMPLETE SEASON OF
ENTERTAINMENT!

* THEATRE * DANCE * MUSIC *
* CHILDREN,S SERIES *
*FILM*

* Would you like to be on our mailing list? *
For information cal1688-5475 /688-5476
for our free brochure.
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REGISTRATION FORM FOR WOMEN'S RESIDENTIAL WEEKEND
Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Postal Code
Telephone (Home) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Business) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Registration will be limited in each track. Please indicate your second choice, in the event the track you have selected is filled.
Track No. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Track No. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - Track No. 3 - - - - - - - - - - A few single rooms are available. You should expect, however, to share double room accommodation. Often the best part of such a program
is the experience of getting to know your roommate. Please check one of the following:
Double room with assigned roommate

D Double room and my roommate will be:
Please enclose roommate's registration with yours.
Check one:

D Prefer smoker

D non-smoker

Mail this form along with your cheque in the amount of $125 made payable to Brock University, to:
Part Time Pro!!rams Office - Brock Universitv. Thistle 263. St. Catharines. Ontario L2S 3A1

·················································································································~
REGISTRATION FORM REQUEST
FOR RETURNING STUDENTS
If you are planning on returning
to Brock to continue your
studies, please complete the
following form and return it to
the Registrar's Office by:
a) Friday, April 12, 1985 for
Spring Evening Session,
b) Friday, June 14, 1985 for
Summer Day Session, and
c) Friday, August 23, 1985 for
Fall/Winter Session.
Please note: This form is to be
used only by returning students
who are registering in degree
credit courses. Do NOT enclose
payments with this form.

Student Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Surname
First
Initial
Student Number:
Address:
Apt. No.

Street Name

Street number

Province

City

Postal Code

Telephone:
Home
Please indicate the session(s) you are planning on attending:

D Spring Evening

D Summer Day

D Fall/Winter
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